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1. Document History 
 

Definition:   A new User Guide will be given to our clients for any new updates, bug 

fixes, or changes to the ClinTest Voice v4.1 platform.  This section will give visibility to each 

of the aforementioned changes or minor releases for v4.1 of the platform.  The base version 

of the User Guide will be labeled as 1.0 and any subsequent changes will be versioned 

according to RealityCorp’s Standard Operating Procedures (minor release versions will 

increase v0.X).  The columns below link the document version to the system version.  

 

Guide Version System Version Summary of Change 

v1.0 v4.1 Initial Version 

1.1. 1BDocument Definitions 
 

Name Abbreviation Definition 
Automated Speech 
Recognition 

ASR Transcription process to convert speech into text 

Trained N/A 
The formal process where the ClinTest

TM
 Voice software learns 

voice patterns and intonation from a set of uploaded sound files. 

Voice Activity 
Detection 

VAD 
The process in which the ClinTest

TM
 Voice manages pauses 

between prompts to navigate through the phone call flow. 

Confidence Level N/A A percent threshold that indicates validate pass criteria 

Dynamic Variable 
Injection 

DVI 
The process in which ClinTest

TM
 Voice replaces information in 

expected results and test parameters. 

Overload N/A 
A method that has a variable amount of inputs that defines the 
functionality of the method.  

Test Script N/A 
When referencing excel files the .xls(x) level of reference will be 
standard text. 

Object-Action-
Parameter 
Interface 

OAP 
ClinTest

TM
 Voice Tool that allows users to interact with Excel to 

build test scripts. 

Test Package N/A A set of Test Scripts excel files that are located in one Folder 

Voice Profile N/A Compiled set of a project’s wav or sound files 
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2. Summary and Purpose: 
 

 The purpose of the ClinTestTM Voice User Materials Document is to outline the design, 

configuration, execution and output of the ClinTest application. The design portion of this document 

will summarize the user methods for Master Excel, Test Script/Case, and Test Run setup. The 

Configuration portion of this document will outline the application’s configuration tabs, detailing 

how the dialer configurations interact with ClinTest and the ASR technology. The execution and 

output portion will summarize the run-time interface, in addition to both excel and word output 

that are created by the application.  After reading this document, a user should have the ability to 

complete basic setup and configure an IVRS test script/case.  For advanced functionality, individual 

actions are listed for the reader in the Appendix of this document.  The Appendix lists all current 

functionality for ClinTestTM Voice v4.1 
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3. Scope: 
  The scope of this document is limited to and describes the base functionality of the 

ClinTest VoiceTM Software Application.  Included is a description of the ClinTest Voice 

integration with different 3rd party applications and software. 

3rd Party Software Applications Integrated with ClinTest Voice:   

 Microsoft Office 2007 or 2010 (Word and Excel) - Not included with purchase of ClinTestTM Voice 

 ASR Technology - Included with ClinTestTM Voice Purchase 
 
SIP Interaction Technology – Included with ClinTestTM Voice Purchase 

How ClinTestTM Voice Works and Intended Use:    

The ClinTestTM Voice application is intended to interact with telephone systems to perform a 
variety of actions including: connecting to and disconnecting from phone servers, dialing through 
call flows, navigating TTS call flows, interacting with supporting IVRS databases, interacting with 
desktop file systems and xml documents, prompt transcription and comparison, and output report 
generation to cover all aspects of functional phone testing. 

Once ClinTestTM Voice is successfully installed, RealityCorp will work with the client in order to 
create and maintain the Interactive Voice Response System’s Voice Profile. The Voice Profile can 
also be created by the end user through the application. For readers who are not familiar with ASR 
technology, a voice profile is used to govern the ASR transcription process and becomes a working 
library of prompt text.  After installation, Voice Profile creation, and a brief system configuration, 
test script design and system validation can occur. 

The ClinTestTM Voice Software includes functionality that will allow the User(s) to connect to and 
fully interact with databases for the purposes of performing complex queries, allowing test cases to 
dynamically populate stored values, updating fields for data setup, and verifying values for 
accuracy.  

The ClinTestTM Voice Software is currently limited to the input functions described in this 
document. 

The ClinTestTM Voice Software is intended only for use in verifying voice prompts for the English 
(American / UK) language. 

The ClinTestTM Voice Software does not recognize non-vocal voice prompts, such as tones, bells, 
music, etc.  

It is required that the ClinTestTM Voice Software is initially trained on all prompts that are 
intended to be verified through the software. 
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The following are audio file types that are supported for conversion in the audio conversion tool: 
 
Vox:  
Vox Dialogic OKI ADPCM 4bit 6000 Mono 
Vox Dialogic OKI ADPCM 4bit 8000 Mono 
Vox ALaw 8bit 6000 Mono 
Vox ALaw 8bit 8000 Mono 
Vox MuLaw 8bit 6000 Mono 
Vox MuLaw 8bit 8000 Mono 
 
Vap:  
Only Vaps containing the supported VOX formats above will be converted. 
 
Wav: 
Wav Linear PCM Signed 16bit 8000 Mono 
Wav Linear PCM Signed 16bit 8000 Stereo 
Wav ALaw 8bit 8000 Mono 
Wav MuLaw 8bit 8000 Mono 
Wav MS ADPCM 4bit 11025 Mono 
Wav MS ADPCM 4bit 22050 Mono 
Wav MS ADPCM 4bit 44100 Mono 
While this product supports various types of SIP connections (external/internal gateways and 
direct VoIP) the recommended usage for best results in terms of transcription accuracy and call 
connectivity is either a direct VoIP connection or internal SIP Gateway. 
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4. Hardware and Software Requirements: 
 

  This section will outline the hardware and software requirements for the 

installation of ClinTestTM Voice: 

 
  

  

•Processor: Intel Pentium 4 (or equivalent AMD Processor) 2.40 Ghz or 
greater with a minimum of 512KB L2 Cache. 

•Memory: 2GB RAM Minimum. For Windows 7, 4GB RAM required 

•Disk  Space: Minimum 10GB of free hard disk space for product 
installation and related components. 

•Operating Systems: 64-Bit ( Windows 7 ) and 32-Bit Operating 
Systems Supported: 

•Windows XP SP3; Windows Server 2003 SP2; Windows 7 

•Microsoft Office 2007 or  Microsoft Office 2010 

•Microsoft .NET 4.0 Framework (Full) 

•Sound Card:  Sound card with manufacturer driver 

•LAN card capable of 10/100Mbps 

•Virtual Machines are supported if  above requirements are met 

Hardware / 
Software 

•Internet Connection 

•SIP Provider 

•Depending on if provider is internal or external local LAN bandwidth 
requirements will vary 

•Appropriate VOIP/SIP firewall rules 

Infrastructure 
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5. ClinTest Voice Functionality: 
 

 The following will outline the main functionality of the ClinTestTM Voice. This document will 

contain the base functionality of ClinTestTM Voice, the logic behind test case creation, and how to 

modify the system settings for your test runs.  The functionality includes and extends to the actions, 

objects, methods, and other validation activities.  In addition, the sections below will overview 

parameter definitions, and other useful material that will guide in you in the adoption of this 

clinical automation software. 

5.1. 2BDesign Time 
 

Definition:   Prior to ClinTestTM execution, just like manual testing, scripts must be designed to 

outline what system functionality will be tested in the test script. ClinTestTM allows users to set up 

scripts in Test Packages and individual scripts within the Packages. Once the packages and scripts 

are created the Master Excel file is used to guide what the automation will execute. The user, after 

reading this document, will be able to understand the basic ClinTestTM folder structure and excel 

test script structure in order to advance to the execution period. 
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ClinTest Folder Structure: 
 

 

Framework 
 

Definition:   The Framework folder contains basic files that will populate the help files, the 

Object-Action-Parameter interface, as well as information regarding the interaction of. This 

folder should not be modified by the user and will not impact the initial user’s script design. 

Projects 
 

Definition:   The projects folder contains all of the specific testing projects that are loaded on 

this instance of ClinTest. Projects within the folder can be copied and cloned; however, each 

project is self-contained and usually is designed to a protocol or base project. Each individual 

contains a specific Voice Profile that represents the “Voice” of the Interactive Voice Response 

System. 

AppData 
Definition:   The AppData folder contains application configuration files, internal application 

tools and the application and SIP Logs that are used or produced by the application at run 

time. This folder is global for all of the projects and should only be modified if a user is 

reviewing the application or SIP Logs for connection trouble shooting. 
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Projects Folder Structure 
 

   
 

Definition:   Once the application in installed (see user installation document) the 

SampleProjectVoice will automatically load giving the user a starting point for scripting. 

Please note if you delete any files from the SampleProjectVoice they will be restored to the 

original settings in order to keep a template for cloning. The Sample Project can be modified 

or copied for a scripting basis. It is suggested that you create a new project per Project. If you 

have a base system and wish to “copy” the base set of scripts, merely copy, paste, and rename 

the base project. A user can have an unlimited number of projects per ClinTestTM application 

and there is no minimum or maximum number of test packages or test scripts per project. 
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Project Folder Structure 
 

    

 ClinTest Master Excel.xlsx: This is the master excel file that will guide the automation. 

This will be addressed in detail later in the Design Section. 

 WordTemplate: The Word template folder contains the template for the word output 

and master excel that will be generated once ClinTestTM executes. A user should not 

modify or save either template as this will affect the system. If updates to the word 

template are required please contact RealityCorp. 

 VoiceProfile: The VoiceProfile folder contains the specific Voice Profile for the 

Interactive Voice Response System. The Voice profile specifies the system’s sound 

profile and is necessary for accurate transcription.  

 TestScripts: The Test Scripts Folder is the main location a user will utilize to set up 

test packages and test scripts. The following section will dig into the TestScript Folder 

to show the structure that will be used to set up scripts. 

 Objective Evidence: The objective evidence folder stores all objective evidence from 

the most recent test execution 

 InputWavFiles: The InputWavFiles folder is the default location of all files for the 

system “play” functionality (see appendix) if not otherwise specified. 

 ExecutedScripts: The executed scripts folder contains the outputs that are generated 

from each test run. This folder will be addressed in the output portion of the user 

materials documentation. 
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TestScripts Folder 
 

   
Definition:   The Test Script Folder is the location of the test packages and the common 

modules. The CommonModules Folder contains all of the “common tests” that will be utilized 

by the other test scripts, within the test package. Each Test Package will be identified by an 

individual Folder (ie. TestPackageOne). Within each test package will be a set of test scripts 

 

Definition:   Each Test Package contains the script excel files that are the basis of how the 

ClinTestTM Voice application runs. Unlike other automation software, ClinTest is one-hundred 

percent script driven so all Voice interactions are driven by steps within the Excel Test 

Scripts. 

 

 Focus: In general once a user becomes acclimated to the folder structure the user will 
find them self utilize the Test Scripts folder in the project the most. The user should 
focus on the Test Case and Common Module grouping.  
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MasterExcel File 
 

Definition:   The Master Excel File is an excel file that drives the test script automation. While 

each Test Script automates the validation activities, the master excel file guides what test 

package is run, the scripts run within that package and for each script, how many iterations 

to perform. See the below information for the Master Excel Column Headers, Column 

Descriptions and the input that can be placed in each cell.  

Master Run List Tab 

Column Header Column Description Input Type 

MasterRunList 

 Lists the Name of the Test Packages that are being executed. 

Parsing: Field cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field  value must have a matching TestPackage Tab value 
Parsing: Field must have a matching TestPackage Folder in the path  
                     C:\ClinTest\Project\ProjectName\TestScripts 

Free Text Input 

TestDescription  Description of the Test Package Free Text Input 

Prerequisites The prerequisites of the Test Package Free Text Input 

Requirements  List of requirements covered by the test Package. Free Text Input 

Execute  Specifies whether a test package will be executed. Possible values 

are “Yes” and “No” 

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

 

Environment 
Link to the environment tab from the Environment worksheet 

Parsing: Field value must match value for the Environment Field in the  
                 Master Excel Environment Tab  
Parsing: Field cannot be blank 

Free Text Input 

(from 

Environment 

tab) 

ScreenShot 
Determines if a ScreenShot will be taken for all Scripts in the Test 

Package 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

Result 
 Over all test package execution result. Leave this value blank. This 

will be automatically populated after the execution of the script. 

N/A 
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Environment Tab 

Column Header Column Description Input Type 

Environment 

 Lists the name of the Environment that is referenced in the master 

excel for which each test script will execute. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must be unique for each row 

Free Text 

Input 

WordTemplatePath 

List the file path of the Word Template Output filename that is going 
to be used to generate the Word Output Document – if only filename 
is provided, the system will look for the output in the specific 
project’s WordTemplate folder. 
 

 

Free Text 

Input 

VoiceProfilePath 

List the file path location, including the name of the voice profile, of 
where the Voice Profile being used for the test run is being stored. 
Optionally, user may just define the Voice Profile Name if the Voice 
Profile being referenced is in the Project’s Voice Profile Folder.   
 

Free Text 

Input 

WAVFilesPath 

List the default WAV file path to be used when referencing .wav files 
using the Dialer.Play Action – if blank, the system will search the 
default InputWavFiles subfolder within the current project for the 
.wav files. 
 
  

Free Text 

Input 

DialerInputType 

List the Input Type to be used during execution of the Test Run for 
the MultiInput Action – if blank, the value will default to whatever is 
defined in the Input Type configuration dropdown. 

Press, 

Speak, or 

Play 

Dropdown 

InputCulture 

List the culture type for the default expected input for the 
ConvertDate Function – If blank, it will default to en-US culture. 

.NET Date 

Culture 

Format 

OutputCulture 

List the culture type for the default expected output for the 
ConvertDate Function – If blank, it will default to en-US culture. 

.NET Date 

Culture 

Format 

Environment 

Column 1 

                   ......              

Environment 

Column N 

Global Environment variables that are referenced by the application 

throughout the Test Run.  

Free Text 

Input 
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Test Package Tab 

Column Header Column Description Input Type 

TestScript 

Name of the test script. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must match Test Script filename in the path           
                     C:\ClinTest\Project\ProjectName\TestScripts\TestPackage\  (will check  
                     CommonModules folder if not  found in default location) 

Free Text Input 

Description Description of the Test Script Free Text Input 

Execute 
Specifies whether a test script will be executed. Possible values are 

“Yes” and “No” 

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

ScreenShot 
Specifies whether screenshots are captured in results for test. 

Possible values are “Yes” and “No” 

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

Result 
Overall script execution result. Leave this value blank. This will be 

automatically populated after the execution of the script. 

N/A 

DataRow 

Test DataRow to be used for execution of script. DataRow is a single 

row in the Data Sheet that contains the test data to be utilized for a 

set of steps or the entire test script. Multiple DataRows can contain 

the data to be utilized for the entire test script. Test Develop should 

ensure that correct DataRow called in the Test Script sheet for the 

test steps.  

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must correspond to an applicable Data Row value in the  
                     Test Script Data Sheet for the corresponding Test.  
Combination of Data Row value and Test value must both match the  
                     corresponding  value for the appropriate column in the Test Script Data    
                     Sheet. 

Free Text Input 

Test 

Name of the Test Column in Data Sheet. Designed for scenarios in 

same script module can be used by multiple scripts by changing the 

test data. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must correspond to an applicable Test value in the Test           
                     Script Data Sheet for the corresponding Data Row.  
 
Combination of Data Row value and Test value must both match the      
                     corresponding  value for the appropriate column in the Test Script Data        
                     Sheet. 

Free Text Input 

 Test Step Number value in the Test Script that the system will start 

from when execution begins.  A blank value will automatically cause 

Free Text Input 
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StartStep the Test Script to start at the first step. 

Parsing: Field value must match a Test Step value from the Test Script being  
                     executed.  

OnError 

Indicates whether script execution should stop when error occurs. 

Possible values are STOP,CONTINUE,STOPDATA 

STOP: The current Test Script Data Row Stops and runs the next Data 

Row set up for the Test Script. 

CONTINUE: The script will continue to execute. 

STOPDATA: All Current Data Rows stop for the current Test Script 

and the next Test Script runs in the Test Package. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must contain a value of STOP,CONTINUE,  or           
               STOPDATA 

STOP, 

CONTINUE, 

STOPDATA 

Dropdown 

 

Example: The below example will show the master excel set up that will execute 3 test 

scripts, 2 test scripts from TestPackageOne and 1 Test Script from TestPackageTwo   

Test Script Folder: 

 

Test Package One Folder:  
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Test Package Two Folder:  

 

 

Master Excel Setup 
 

MasterRunList Set Up 

 

 

 

Definition:   The MasterRunList Tab in the Master Excel file is the main “batch driver” 

of the automation. In the above set up there are two Test Packages that are set up to 

run when the “play” button is clicked from the User Interface (Listed in Column A). 

The Test Description (B), Prerequisites (C), and Requirements (D) are free-text input 

to help a user keep track of the validation effort. Execute (E) will determine if a script 

is going to be run for this round of automation. The Environment (F) will be listed as 

two different values to interact with two different environments (see below). 

ScreenShot (G) will be listed to “Yes” so the objective evidence output will populate 

screenshots if necessary. The Result (H) column will be left blank and auto populated 

with the results of the test script, once the automation has executed. 
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Environment Tab 

 

 

 

Definition:   The environment tab is a useful tab within the master excel if there is global 

information that needs to be referenced for specific tests. The Environment (Column A) 

column is a general name that is “linked” to the Test Package in the MasterRunList and is a 

basic indicator that the test package will utilize all information associated with that 

“Environment.” For the 4.0 Voice Product this template comes with 6 “structural columns” 

including: 

Environment: The column that is identified in the MasterRunList and determines which row 

of information to use (Column A). 

WordTemplatePath: The path that identifies which output will be used for the test output 

creation. The following Rules apply: 

 Full File Path – Will pull the template from the file path location 

 Just File Name – Will pull the identified file name template from the WordTemplate 

Folder of the Project 

 Blank or does not exist – Will pull the first file name template in alphabetical order 

from the WordTemplate Folder for the project 
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VoiceProfilePath: The path that identifies which output will be used for voice profile. The 

following Rules apply: 

 Full Folder Path – Will pull the voice profile from the Folder path location 

 Just Folder Name – Will pull the identified voice profile Folder from the Voice Profile 

Folder of the Project 

 Blank or does not exist – Will pull the first voice profile in alphabetical order from the 

VoiceProfile Folder for the project 

 

 

DialerInputType: The following options (Press, Speak, Play) identify for the environment 

which type of Dialer Input should be used. 

 Press – Will use DTMF entry to interact with a phone’s keypad 

 Speak – Will use TTS entry to convert the specified text into voice for IVR systems that 

accept voice 

 Play - Will use “.wav” file playback to speak voice for IVR systems that accept voice 

 Blank or does not exist – Will utilize the value from the settings configuration as a 

global default 

 

WAVFilesPath: The path that identifies where the Dialer files for the “play” function will be 

stored. 

 Full Folder Path – Will pull the “play” wav files from the Folder path location 

 Blank or does not exist – Will pull the “play” wav files from the InputWAVFiles folder 

location     
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InputCulture: Identifies for the “ConvertDate” functionality which type of input culture will be 

used.  

 Culture – See appendix for all valid .NET cultures that are supported. 

Please ensure that you select a distinct culture with a region (ie. en-

US, not just en)  

 Blank or does not exist – Will pull the culture input type from the 

Configuration File (defaults to en-US unless manually modified) 

 

OutputCulture: Identifies for the “ConvertDate” functionality which type of output culture will 

be used.  

 Culture – See appendix for all valid .NET cultures that are supported. 

Please ensure that you select a distinct culture with a region (ie. en-

US, not just en)  

 Blank or does not exist – Will pull the culture output type from the 

Configuration File (defaults to en-US unless manually modified) 

 

Global information:  Can be added easily by adding a “named” column within the 

excel file that can be easily referenced be each test case by utilizing the [env:] 

syntax in the data sheet, parameters, or expected result column. 

         

 

Focus: In general the environment tab is a set of structural environment variables that 
cannot be modified during runtime that are used to identified variables that are only 
specific to that environment. Any numbers of variables can be added to this sheet and 

recalled through the application using the above syntax. 
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Test Package One Set Up 

 

 

Definition:   The Test package Tab determines what test scripts will be executed 

during the automation execution. Based on the scenario listed in the example section 

the first two test scripts are set up to “Yes” for execute (C) (TestScript1, TestScript2). 

TestScript3 will not be run. The fourth test script TestScript4 will be executed. Please 

note the scripts are executed in the order of execution going from the Top Row to the 

Bottom Row. Column A lists the test script name. Column B is a text description of 

what the test script validates. The ScreenShot column (D) is set to “Yes” so a 

screenshot will be taken for the appropriate validation activities, while “No” 

screenshot will be taken for the last test script. The Result (E) column will populate 

upon execution for a given (F) DataRow. Column G is the test that will be executed. 

Please note that columns F (DataRow) and G (Test) in combination make up the “key” 

that will point to the execution information within the specified test script. These 

columns match with the DataRow and Test Columns within the test scripts DataSheet 

and will indicate what information to pass into the test script. Column (H), StartStep 

will indicate what step to start the specified test script and Column (I) see “Test 

Package Section” for OnError will determine how to handle errors within the 

TestScript. 
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Test Package Two Set Up 

 

 

 

 

Focus: In general, The Master Excel Tab Manages the execution in the entire project, the 
test package tabs manage the execution within each folder (test case) of the project, and 
the environment tab is a way to manage variables for an “environment” that can be 

associated to each “run” the Master Tab  
 

Test Script File 
 

Definition:   Within each individual test package there is the concept of a test script, 

which is the primary driver of the phone Validation. The automated test script is set 

up prior to execution and just like a manual test script is a step by step guide to how 

the system is to be validated.  

Test Script Run List Tab 

Column Header Column Description Input Type 

Execute Specifies whether a test script will be executed. Possible values 

are “Yes” and “No” 

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

Script Link displaying the Test Script Name 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must match the value of  the TestScript Tab name 

Free Text Input 

Data Link displaying the DataRow Name 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must match the value of  the DataSheet Tab name 

Free Text Input 
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AppType Specifies the application type. 

Parsing: Field value can only be Phone 
 

Phone 

Dropdown 

ScreenShot Specifies whether screenshots are captured in run results for test 

script. Possible values are “Yes” and “No” 

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

Result Overall script execution result. Leave this value blank. This will be 

automatically populated after the execution of the script. 

N/A 

 

Test Script Test Approval Tab 

Definition:   The Test Approval Tab is customized per client and the information, as well 

as the structure within the tab, can be changed based on the Quality Assurance 

information that the client requires. The information within the Tab will be configured 

and mapped into the Test Script Output. The tab contains two columns a key column 

with an associated value column and these keys are customizable. 

 

Test Script General Test Information Tab 

Definition:   The General Test Information tab is customized per client and the 

information, as well as the structure within the tab, can be changed based on the 

individual script information that the client requires. The information within the tab 

will be configured and mapped into the Test Script Output. The tab contains two 

columns a key column with an associated value column and these keys are 

customizable. 

Test Script Test Script Tab 

Column Header Column Description Input Type 

StepName Name of the step. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must be unique (no duplicate step numbers). 

Free Text Input 

Requirement List of requirements covered by the test step. Free Text Input 

StepDescription Description of the step. Free Text Input 
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Execute Specifies whether a test step will be executed. Possible values are 

“Yes” and “No”. 

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

WordOutput Specifies whether a test step result is captured in the word 

document. Possible values are “Yes” and “No”.  

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

ScreenShot Specifies whether screenshots are captured in run results for 

step. Possible values are “Yes” and “No”. 

Parsing: Field value can only be Yes or No 

Yes or No 

Dropdown 

Object Name of the test object. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must be a valid Object for the application 
 

Free Text Input 

/ OAP Selection 

Action Action to be performed on test object. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
Parsing: Field value must be a valid action for the application 
 

Free Text Input 

/ OAP Selection 

Parameters List of parameters. Parameters are delimited by comma. 

Parsing: Must be a valid number of parameters for the selection action 
Parsing: Any value wrapped in [v:] for data replacement    
               must have a corresponding column name in the DataSheet. 
Parsing: Any value wrapped in [env:] for data replacement    
               must have a corresponding column name in the Environment sheet. 
 

Free Text Input 

/ OAP Selection 

ExpectedResult Expected result of step execution. 

Parsing: Any value wrapped in square brackets for data replacement    
                     must have a corresponding column name in the DataSheet. 
Parsing: Any value wrapped in [env:] for data replacement    
               must have a corresponding column name in the Environment sheet. 
Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 

Free Text Input 

ActualResult Actual result after step execution. N/A 

StepStatus(Pass/F

ail) 

Step status indicating whether expected result matched with the 

actual result. Leave this value blank. Step status is populated after 

execution of step.  

N/A 

ErrorMessage/Comm

ents 
Error message or match percentage is captured when an error occurs 

during execution. 
N/A 

 

Test Script Data Sheet Tab 
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Column Header Column Description Input Type 

DataRow  Test DataRow to be used for execution of script. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
 

Free Text Input 

Test Name of the Test with which Data is associated. Possible values 

are name of the Test or "Common" if Data is common for multiple 

scripts. 

Parsing: Field value cannot be blank 
 

Free Text Input 

Date Date of script execution. Leave this value blank. This value is 

populated after script execution. 

N/A 

Start Time  The system time when a script begins execution N/A 

EndTime   The system time when a script ends execution N/A 

   

Tester Name of the User who is signed into the system at run time. N/A 

Script Specific Data 

Column 1 

                   ......              

Script Specific Data 

Column N 

User defined columns for the Test Data used by specific script.  Free Text Input 

 

Example: Continuing the example from the master excel section, one script will be set up 

describing the basic structure of the excel test script.   

 

 

 

 

Test Script One Run List Set Up 
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Definition:   The RunList Tab of the individual Test Script shows the setup for the 

individual test script. The ModuleDescription (A) column is a free-text description of 

the test script function. Execute (B), again allows the user to determine script execution. 

Column (C), the script column, Must Match Identically to the associated “Tab” (see 

above) and Column (D), the Data column, Must Match Identically to the associated “Tab” 

(see above). Column (E) AppType determines the script application type (phone only 

for the Voice Product) and column (F), ScreenShot determines if screenshots will be 

taken for the entire test script. 

Test Script Test Approval Set Up 

  

 

Definition:   The TestApproval Tab outlines general test script information that will be 

mapped to the word output after execution. Each Row in Column B is a “Key” value that 

cannot be edited and is used to determine where information will map to in the word 

output. The information in Column C is a “value” and is what will appear in the final 

output. The information in these tabs can be customized and additional information 

added if the vendor requires more, or altered, key values in their word outputs. 

Test Script GeneralTestInformation Setup 
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Definition:   The GeneralTestInformation tab, like the test approval tab, outlines general 

test information. Normally this information is more “Test Script” specific, containing the 

information for the desired test script, while the TestApproval section is more Quality 

Assurance driven. Like Above, Each Row in Column B is a “Key” value that cannot be 

edited and is used to determine where information will map to in the word output. The 

information in Column C is a “value” and is what will appear in the final output. The 

information in these tabs can be customized and additional information added if the 

vendor requires more, or altered, key values in their word outputs 

TestScript Set Up 

 

 

 

Definition:   The TestScript Tab is the main tab that will be utilized during the test script 

creation (design time) phase. The StepName (A) column is the step name or number 

associated to the action. Please note that there may not be duplicate step names in your 

test script, if you have duplicate step names a parsing error will be thrown when the 

“play” button is selected. The Requirement (B) should be populated with the functional 

requirement number that is being tested to ensure traceability during the validation. 

The Step Description (C) column is utilized to be the “qualitative description” of what is 

occurring in the individual Test Script. The Execute (D), WordOutPut (E), and 

Screenshot (F) settings can be defined at a step level. The Object (G), Action (H), and 

Parameters (I) column will be outlined in the subsequent section defining the “OAP” 

interface. The ExpectedResult Column (J) differs per action, but for the “dialer” actions 

would be the “Text” of the resulting prompt. The ActualResult(K), StepStatus(Pass/Fail) 
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(L) and ErrorMessage/Comments (M) columns are blank and will be populated with the 

necessary information after execution. 

 

Focus: In general the RunList, TestApproval, and GeneralTestInformation Tabs are the 
“qualitative information used to populate the word template. The Test Script Tab is the 
main location where scripting will occur (what would be your “manual test script”). The 
DataSheet is where the dynamic values are located. 

 

DataSheet Setup 
   

 

  

Definition:   The Datasheet tab is central to the iterative nature of automated testing. 

Each Test Script can contain an unlimited number of data rows that will be cycled 

through, based on the initial Master Excel Run List set up. The DataRow (A) column 

must “join to” (match) the numbers that are listed in the Test Package Tab of the Master 

Excel. The Test column (B) must “join to” (match) the Test Column that are listed in the 

Test Package Tab of the Master Excel (So A and B are the primary identifiers for the 

data). The PhoneNumber (C) and TestSystem(D) columns are  “dynamic data row 

values” that is inserted by the user. The Date (E), StartTime (F), EndTime (G), and 

Tester (H) columns should be left blank and will be populated by the automation at run-

time. Please note that columns A,B,E,F,G,H are structural columns to ClinTestTM Voice 

and must be structured or set up according to how your test script is to be run. The 

“dynamic columns” can be inserted based on the needs of the test scripts. To add 

additional columns merely right-click and insert a column in excel with the variable 

name. 
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Dynamic Variable Injection and Data Replacement 
 

Definition:   The information that is encapsulated in “[v:“ “]” in the TestScript will be 

replaced by the associated data row at run time. This is information for information that 

is gathered at runtime or determined prior to a test case being run. This allows a test 

script to easily be utilized for boundary and threshold test without modifying the script. 

      

 

 

 

   

Replacement can occur in both the parameters and the expected results columns.  

For the first test run the system will dial into the interactive Voice Response System with the 

data replaced number. In the Expected Result of the test step, if the user wanted to dynamically 

populate the verbiage of the result they could insert the values at run time from the appropriate 

data row. So for step one, after execution, the Expected Result would read:  
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DataRow Test Expected Result at runtime 
1 TestData1 Thank you for calling Protocol1 
2 TestData1 Thank you for calling Protocol2 
1 TestData2 Thank you for calling Protocol3 
 

 

In the dial step the parameters can also be dynamically replaced at run time. For this example 

the Phone number can be utilized in order to populate the input.   

 

DataRow Test Expected Result at runtime 
1 TestData1 16102223333 

2 TestData1 16104445555 

1 TestData2 16105558888 

 
 

 
If an environment variable from the environment tab needs to be utilized within the test script 

it can be referenced from the datasheet of the current test script in the following fashion:  

Environment Set Up (From Master Excel  Environment Tab) 

 

 

 

Just like the [v:] syntax the Information added into the environment tab can be utilized in the data 

sheet, parameters, or expected result and replaced with a [env:] syntax. The environment 

information will persist across test scripts. 
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Global Variable Retrieval (Set through action, see appendix) 

 
Just like the [v:] syntax the Information added into the environment tab can be utilized in the data 

sheet, parameters, or expected result and replaced with a [global:] syntax. The global information 

will persist across environments and test scripts. 

Special Note: In general for the ClinTest VoiceTM Product all variable replacement ([v:], [env:], and 
[global:] can be utilized in either the data sheet, parameters, or expected results section of the test 
script. [v:] is a script level variable replaced from the scripts data  sheet. [env:] is an environment 

variable replaced from the master excel environment tab associated to the execution. [global:] is a 
global variable set from a test script and can be used anywhere. 

 

Number Formatting  

Custom Number formatting can be used for complicated scenarios in which a user needs to 

format integers or decimals to match what is retrieved from the voice transcription to 

maximize match percentage accuracy. 

Complete Number Conversion: To have an integer converted in the expected result or the 
parameters columns as an entire verbal decryption the following syntax can be used. 
[c:number] 
[c:1]   one 
[c:12]   twelve 
[c:123]   one hundred twenty-three 
[c.and:123]     one hundred and twenty-three 
 
Individual Number Conversion: To have an integer converted in the expected result or the 
parameters column as an individual verbal description the following syntax can be used. 
[i:number] 
[i:1]  one 
[i:12]  one two 
[i:123]  one two three  
 
 
Decimal Number Conversion: To have decimal values converted in the expected results or the 
parameters column as verbal descriptions combining complete or individual numbers the following 
syntax can be used. *Any Combination of “c” and “i” formatting can be used (see below). 
[c|i:number] 
[c|i:12.25]  twelve point two five 
[c|c:12.25]  twelve point twenty-five 
[i|c:12.25]  one two point twenty-five 
[i|i:12.25]  one two point two five 
 
*.and applies to the “c” values for example: 
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 [c.and|i:123.25]  one hundred and twenty three point two five 
 

 
Ordinal Number Conversion: To have an integer converted in the expected result or the 
parameters column as an ordinal number the following syntax can be used. 
[o:number] 
[o:1]  first 
[o:12]  twelfth 
[o:123]  one hundred twenty-third 
 
*.and applies to the “o” values for example: 
 [o.and:123]  one hundred and twenty third 

 
 
 

Date Formatting 

Custom Date formatting can be used for complicated scenarios in which a user needs to 

format dates to match what is retrieved from the voice transcription to maximize match 

percentage accuracy. 

Custom Year Formatting: In order to have a year converted in the expected result or the 
parameters column as a special verbal year formatting the following syntax can be used. 

 
[y:] Common sense formatting – Standard ways of speaking dates: 
 
Example: [y:1957]  Nineteen Fifty-Seven  

[y:2015]  Two Thousand Fifteen 
[y:1900]  Nineteen Hundred 
[y:2112]  Twenty One Twelve 
 

[yf:] Common sense combined formatting – Standard way of speaking dates in a “c|c” fashion 
  
 
Example: [yf:1957]  Nineteen Fifty-Seven  

[yf:2015]  Twenty Fifteen 
[yf:1900]  Nineteen Hundred 
[yf:2001]  Twenty Oh One 

 
 
 
 
[yfh:] Centennial combined formatting – Standard way of speaking dates in a “c ‘Hundred’|c” 
fashion 
   
Example: [yfh:1957]  Nineteen Hundred Fifty-Seven  
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[yfh:2015]  Twenty Hundred Fifteen 
[yfh:1900]  Nineteen Hundred 
[yfh:2101]  Twenty One Hundred One 
 

*.and applies to the [yfh:] values: 
 Example: [yfh.and:2101]  Twenty One Hundred and One 

 

Custom Date Formatting 

Custom Date formatting can be used for complicated scenarios in which a user needs to 

format dates to match what is retrieved from the voice transcription to maximize match 

percentage accuracy. 

Custom Date Formatting: In order to have a date converted in the expected result or the parameters column 
custom input and output parameters the following syntax can be used. 

 
 
Format: Standard .NET Date formatting applies to both the Input and Output Format  
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az4se3k1.aspx 
 
Cultures: Standard .NET Date cultures apply to both the Input and Output Culture 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8kb3ddd4.aspx 
 

Data Input (First Parameter): 
The Data Input is the data that will be converted into the output. This parameter must 
always be present in the function  

If the Data Input is “Now” then this will get replaced with the computer’s current date time 
If the Data Input is “Today” then this will get replaced with the computer’s current date 

 

Input Format (Second Parameter): 
 

The Input Format specifies the format in which your data is entered into the function. The 
Input Format must be present if the 3, 4 or 5 parameter overload is utilized. If the Input 
Format is omitted the format of the incoming data must be in a standard format for the 
Default Culture 
 

Input Culture (Third Parameter):  
 

The Input Culture specifies the culture of the expected input. The Input Culture must be 
present if the 4 or 5 parameter overload is utilized 
 

If present, the Input Culture is defined in the function 
If omitted the Input Culture defaults to the environment tab in the “InputCulture” column 
If blank or not present in the environment tab this defaults to the Default Culture 

 
 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az4se3k1.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8kb3ddd4.aspx
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Output Format (Fourth Parameter):  
 

The Output Format specifies the format in which your data is outputted from the function. 
The Output Format cannot be omitted and must occur in any overload 

 
 

 

OutputCulture (Fifth Parameter):  
 

The Output Culture specifies the culture of the output. The Output Culture must be present if 
the 5 parameter overload is utilized. 
 

If present, the Output Culture is defined in the function.  
If omitted the Output Culture defaults to the environment tab in the “OutputCulture” column. 
If blank or not present in the environment tab this defaults to the Default Culture 

Custom Date Formatting Examples: 
 

2 Overload Function: 
ConvertDate(Input;Output Format) 
 
The Subject was born on ConvertDate(02/21/1987;MMMM dddd yy) 
  
The Subject was born on February Saturday 87 
 
 

3 Overload Function: 
ConvertDate(Input;Input Format;Output Format)  
 
The Subject’s Date of Birth is ConvertDate(‘Born on ’02/21/1987;’Born on ’ MM/dd/yyyy; ddd MMM 
yyyy) 
  
The Subject’s Date of Birth is Sat Feb 1987 
 
 

4 OverLoad Function: 
ConvertDate(Input;Input Format;Output Format;Output Culture)  
 
ConvertDate(21/02/1987;dd/MM/yyyy; M dd yyyy;en-GB) 
  
2 21 1987 
 

 

5 OverLoad Function: 
ConvertDate(Input;Input Format;Input Culture;Output Format;Output Culture)  
 
This is the date in Spanish ConvertDate(07/22/2011;MM/dd/yyyy;en-US;MMMM dddd yyyy;es-CL) 
 
This I the date in Spanish Julio viernes 2011 
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The custom syntax formatting  
 

Can be applied to the numbers inside of the ConvertDate function. Please note that the custom 
formatting must be “escaped” (utilize \ to escape a character and ‘’ to escape a character string) so 
they are not converted in the function. See the below two examples: 
 
The Subject was born on ConvertDate(02/21/1987;MMMM dddd ‘[c:’yy’]’) 
  
The Subject was born on February Saturday Eighty Seven 
 
The Subject’s Date of Birth is ConvertDate(‘Born on ’02/21/1987;’Born on ’ MM/dd/yyyy;’[i:’dd\] 
\[‘o:’MM’]’ ‘[y:’yyyy’]’) 
  
The Subject’s Date of Birth is zero two twenty first nineteen eighty seven 

 

 

 

Format Result Example 

MMMM January MMMM-ddd-YY 

MMM Jan MMM-dd-YYYY 

MM 01 MM/dd/YY 

M 1 M-dd/YY 

dddd Tuesday dddd (day) - MM 

ddd Tue ddd/YY/MMM 

dd 07 YY-dd/MMM 

d 7 d – mm / YYYY (year) 

YYYY 1985 This is the YYYY 

YY 85 dd YY test date 

 

 

Focus: In general the number, date, and custom date formatting can be utilized in the 
same fashion as any data replacements (in the data sheet, parameters, and expected 
results). For the Custom Date formatting all number formatting can be used a well if 

“escaped correctly” within the function (see example above) 
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String Replace Formatting  

In order to replace a single character in a predefined string or multiple characters in a string with 
another character or a blank, the following syntax can be used: 

 
StringReplace(Input String;String to Replace;Value to Replace with)  
 

The Subject is StringReplace(twenty-eight;-; ) years old.   
  
The Subject is twenty eight years old.   
 

The Subject was born on StringReplace(10/15/1980;/;-)   
  
The Subject is was born on 10-15-1980 

 

DirectQuery 

In order to directly run a a database statement and have the resulting values directly replaced, the 
following syntax can be used: 
 
 
 

[sql:SQL Statement]  
 
The kits that were assigned to this subject are [sql:select Kit_Number from SubjectTable where 
SubjectID = ‘101301’] 
 
The kits that were assigned to this subject are 3545 3199 

 
[sql.and:SQL Statement] 

 

The kits that were assigned to this subject are [sql.and:select Kit_Number, Status_ID from 
SubjectTable where SubjectID = ‘101301’] 
 
The kits that were assigned to this subject are 3545 2 3199 and 2 
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Object – Action – Parameter (OAP) Interface 
 
 

Definition:   The Object-Action-Parameter Interface is a tool utilized with excel that 

expedites the script creation process and also provides real-time help for users to 

reference the object library. For advanced testers the OAP is not necessary to script, 

however, for both beginning and advanced scripter creators this is a good reference 

for all of the validation activities offered by ClinTest Voice. 

 

 

 

 

In order to access the OAP interface double click the “Object” column or the “Action” 

column in the excel file. Once you double click either column the OAP interface will 

automatically open in the excel application. For a full listing of the objects and actions 

reference the appendix or open the OAP interface and view the OAP in 

“Documentation Mode” 
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Step Name – The Step Name field maps back to the field value in the excel file indicating the 

name of the test step 

Requirement – The Requirement field maps back to the field value in the excel file indicating 

the requirement associated to the step 

Step Description – The Step Description field maps back to the field value in the excel file 

indicating the qualitative step description associated to the step 
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Execute – The Execute field maps back to the field value in the excel file indicating if the step will 

or will not be executed during run time maps to “No” and  maps to “Yes”  

Word Output – The Word Output field maps back to the field value in the excel file indicating if 

the step will or will not be included in the output documentation  maps to “No” 

and   maps to “Yes”  

Screen Shot – The Screen Shot field maps back to the field value in the excel file indicating if the 

step will or will not contain a screen shot in the word output  maps to “No” and 

  maps to “Yes”  

Row Number – The Row Number Control Section allows a user to rapidly 

navigate to specific test steps within the excel file. The Row a user wishes to 

navigate can be directly entered into the text box and then “Advance” can be 

clicked to jump to that row. If a user wises to go to the next available test step the 

arrows can be used with  moving down in the Excel file and  moving up in the 

excel file. 

Step Level Controls – The step level controls allow a user to insert, update, and delete steps 

(rows) in the excel file. The “New Step Before” button will allow a user to insert a step prior to the 

currently selected step. The “New Step After” button will allow a user to insert a step after the 

currently selected step. The “Update Step” button will allow a user to update the currently selected 

step and the “Delete Step” button will allow a user to remove the currently selected step. 

 

 

Hide/Show Step Information – The Hide / Show Step Information will allow a user to 

expand and collapse the step level information. If   displays on the 

interface this means that currently the OAP is showing the step level information, allowing a user to 

modify aspects of the Test Step. If displays on the interface this mean 

that currently the OAP is only showing Object Level information which will allow a user to focus on 

action level information. 
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Object   The Object section of the 

OAP Dynamically populates based 

on what Object is selected. The 

object identifies ClinTest Voice 

Customized validation activities that 

are desired to be used for validation. 

In order to select an Object click the 

Object Dropdown and scroll your 

mouse over the object that is to be 

selected.  

Please note that you can clear each 

level of the object and all of the 

associated object information using 

the Delete sign that is located on 

the right hand side of the object.  
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Action   Once the desired object 

is selected the appropriate 

actions will populate for that 

object based on the validation 

activities that can be utilized on 

that specific object. Once an 

Action is selected the 

appropriate parameters and 

action description will populate 

for the selected action. 

 

 

 

Please notice the  on the OAP interface. In general if there is a  a user can click and 

receive a brief description of the functionality that is associated with the tooltip.  

 

In this instance the user is clicking the Action  and receiving a basic description of the 

action that was selected (this will remain until closed with the  - the other window 

controls apply as normal) 

 In the second instance one can see an example of the parameters being displayed, including 

an example of the input. 
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Multiple Actions   As noted above in the OAP section it is possible to “Add” multiple validation 

activities to a single cell in the excel test script. Just like in manual testing a tester may want to 

perform multiple actions at a given step to help organize the testing and objective evidence capture. 

See the below example on cell grouping and how it manifests in the validation output. 

  

 

The rest of the “qualitative” information will be associated with the Test Step and multiple 

“Actions” can be performed, just like manual testing. Once executed, the step information 

will be associated with all of the actions to give the validation output a “feel” like a manual 

test script.  

*Please note that if you wish to add multiple actions to a test step the Object, Action, 

Parameters and Expected Result and “new line” delimited to determine association. This 

means that a user cannot use the “Enter” in the expected results as it will throw off the 

“alignment.” If an “Enter” is to be represented in the output utilize “\n”. For steps that only 

require one qualitative expected result for all actions within that step one expected result 

can be entered that will propagate for all actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to use the OAP to manipulate multiple actions within the test step the user can use 

the buttons at the bottom of the interface.  The interface will automatically populate with 

the first action when double clicked. Once a step is identified, by double clicking on the 

appropriate step and bringing up the OAP interface, the user can access different actions 

within the step by utilizing the “Selected Action” drop down. Once the action is selected the 
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information will pull from the interface based on the Action Number. Once that action is 

selected you can either “Update Action” or “Delete Action” the selected or modify the 

information in the OAP and then “Add Action Before” to add the action before the currently 

selected action or “Add Action After” to add the action after the currently selected action. 

Expected Status – The expected status field allows a user to specify the action level 

expected result of an action. In testing, the concept of “expected failures” can be important 

and the application allows for such scripting to occur. ClinTest Voice defaults to “Pass”, 

however can accommodate different expected test results if script creation calls for them. 

 

Pass – The result of the action will be compared to a pass status.  

 

 

 

 

 

ManualVerification – The result of the action will be compared to a Manual 

Verificaiton status  

 

  

Expected Status Actual Status Action Result 

   

   

   

Expected Status Actual Status Action Result 
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Fail – The result of the action will be compared to a Fail status.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ignore – The result of the action will be ignored.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focus: The OAP Interface is a good way for individuals to have the “user materials” at 
their finger tips. All of the information in the appendices of this document can be 
accessed during script design for quick reference. In general, the OAP contains the 
“Step Level” descriptive information including (Step Name, Requirement, Step 
Description, Execute, Word Output, and Screen Shot). The OAP also contains the action 
level information (Object, Action, Parameters, Expected Result) that will drive the 
automation. This script design interface is good for rapid script development and 
reference, however does not have to be utilized for advanced script writers. 

 

 

 

Expected Status Actual Status Action Result 

   

   

   

Expected Status Actual Status Action Result 

Ignore   
Ignore 

  

Ignore   
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Additional Features The OAP interface has a few 

additional features that allow the user to script rapidly, 

quickly adopting and understanding the capabilities of 

Clintest Voice.   

 

View Documentation Mode - In Documentation Mode detailed information about the 

function will be available. Notice syntax examples in the parameter section, an enhanced 

summary section that gives the user more in depth information about the action including 

information about the result of the action as well as the objective evidence captured by the 

action in the output. 

 

 

 

 

*Utilize the Scroll bar in order to access information that 

may not fully populate in the window 
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5.2. 3BConfiguration 
 

Definition:   A user can configure certain aspects of the ClinTest Voice Application in order to 

manage certain aspects of the testing. These settings must be changed prior to execution and 

cannot be modified once the automation begins. In order to access and view the different 

settings select the Menu Strip Bar  Settings  Edit… 

Testing Tab 

 

Definition:   Basic Tab to Manage Testing Projects and Validation Settings: 
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Label Name Value Description 
Projects Folder Path [Projects Directory] 

(C:\ClinTest\Projects) 
Root directory where test 
projects are located 

Function: Text Box will allow user input of the projects folder 
Function: Button located to the right of the text box input will allow a browser selection of the  
projects folder 
Pass Threshold User Input Confidence level for a pass 

match percentage 
Actual vs. Expected result 
transcription levels 
dictating step status. 

Function: Text box will allow the user to input 0-100 numerical match value 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select 0-100 numerical match value 
Manual Verification Threshold User Input Confidence level for a 

verification match percentage 
Actual vs. Expected result 
transcription levels 
dictating step status. 

Function: Text box will allow the user to input 0-100 numerical match value 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select 0-100 numerical match value 
Convert WAV to MP3 User can decide if they want the voice 

objective evidence to be in an MP3 or 
WAV output 

Wav or MP3 selection to 
embed in the word 
document 

Function: Checkbox will allow user to determine format of voice output 
Output Generation Enabled User can decide if they want to 

generate the Test Script Output 
Output created or not 
created 

Function: Checkbox will allow user to control output creation 
Debug Mode Yes or no Check Box Determine to run the 

application in debug or 
standard error checking 

Function: Checkbox will allow a user to specify the debug level 
Blocking Wait Timeout 
Interval 

Millisecond value Maximum amount of time 
prior to transcription 
timeout (maximum 
prompt length). 

Function: Text box will allow millisecond input to process events 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select input value 
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Definition:   The prompt transcription results generated from the speech recognition are up to 

100 percent accurate, however to handle any minor issues with the voice recognition technology 

the Testing Tab allows users to configure there accuracy to determine step status 

Match Percentage: 

Definition:   In order to help mitigate minor transcription issues, the system has both global and 

step level configuration values that determine dialer step status. In order for the system to “pass” a 

dialer step there does not need to be 100 percent accuracy between the expected and actual result. 

For critical steps the user can configure the system through the script at runtime for 100 percent 

accuracy and then “reset” to the global configurations. 

Transcription Thresholds: 

 

 

  
Pass: Dialer step in the “Pass” status has returned a match percentage that is 

above the “Pass” threshold indicated by the global or step level configuration 

Manual Verification: Dialer step in the “Manual Verification” status has 

returned a match percentage that is above the “Manual Verification” threshold 

indicated by the global or step level configuration 

Fail: Dialer step in the “Fail” status has returned a match percentage that is 

below the “Fail” threshold indicated by the global or step level configuration 
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E-Mail Alert Tab 

 

Definition:   Configuration Tab that manages the email and alert notifications that can be 

generated by the application.  

 

 

Label Name Value Description 
Alert Type Execution Summary, Failure Alert, 

Both, None 
Type of E-mail Alerts 
defined by user.   

Function: Dropdown will allow the user to select E-Mail Alert Type 
Failure Alert Level Master Excel or Test Package Determines what level of 

detail will be included in 
the E-mail Alert when a 
failure occurs.   

Function: Dropdown will allow user to select the Failure Alert Level 
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Failure Alert Frequency First Failure or Each Failure Determines how often the 
Failure Alert will be sent 
for the specified level. 

Function: Dropdown will allow user to select the Failure Alert Frequency  
Distribution List User E-mail Address List Determines what E-mail 

addresses will receive the 
Execution Summary 
and/or Failure Alert. 

Function: Text Box will allow user to input a string of e-mail addresses. 
Function: Will support multiple e-mail addresses comma separated per e-mail address. 
Function: System will determine if list of e-mail addresses end in applicable format (i.e. 
@realitycorp.com) 
Mail Server Name Name of the Mail Server Determines what mail 

server will be used for 
sending/receiving E-mail 
Alerts. 

Function: Text Box will allow user to input the Mail Server name 
Port Number Port Number of the Mail Server Determines what Port 

Number the application 
will look for when 
connecting to the Mail 
Server. 

Function: Text Box will allow user to input the Port Number. 
Function: Arrow pickers to increase/decrease Port Number value 
Function: Default value will be 25. 
Function: Valid Port Number range will be between 1 and 65535 (entering a value out of range will 
default to the closest valid value) 
Use SSL Yes or no Check Box Determines whether 

application will use SSL to 
send encrypted login 
information to connect to 
the Mail Server. 

Function: Checkbox indicating whether or not SSL connection will be used to send encrypted login 
information for Mail Server connection.   
User Name User Name used to  login to the Mail 

Server 
Determines what User 
Name will be used to login 
to the Mail Server 

Function: Text Box will allow user to input the User Name for Mail Server Login 
Password Password used to login to the Mail 

Server 
Determines what 
Password will be used to 
login to the Mail Server 

Function: Text Box will allow user to input the Password for Mail Server Login 
Function: Value entered will be security protected so information is not readable. 
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Source E-mail Address Source E-mail Address Determines what Source 
E-mail address will 
appear in the ‘From’ field 
of the E-mail 
confirmation.  Note: can 
be free text or a valid E-
mail address 

Function: Text Box will allow user to input the Source E-mail Address 
Failure Alert Status Failure Level for triggering Determines at what level 

Failure alerts will 
generate. (Manual 
Verification or Fail) 

Function: Drop Down will exist with Fail and Manual Verification 
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E-Mail Alerts 

 

Definition:  The above configurations are used to set up the email accounts for both the Failure 

email alerts as well as the Execution Summary emails.  These emails are useful during execution 

in order to track the status of the automation. In an instance where the user is not present at the 

computer, one can set up the following types of emails in order to get instant updates on the 

automation. 

Execution Summary E-mail  

This email provides a summary of the automation upon completion as well as a copy of the 

finalized Master Excel File. 
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Failure Alert – Master Excel  

If a Test Package fails this email will generate providing a summary of the automation after 

an entire test package has been executed. If a user has multiple scripts and common 

modules that make up an entire test case this email will generate at the end of the test case 

providing a summary of the results 
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Failure Alert – Test Package  

If a test script fails this email will generate providing a summary of the automation after an 

individual test script has been executed. This alert will generate after each script has been 

completed, providing a detailed summary of the results. 
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Failure Alert – Scheduled Task Failure Alert  

If a scheduled task is set to automatically “kick-off” the automation and the scheduled task 

fails for any reason (OS or Application) this email will generate indicating the error as well 

as the project and task for which it occurred. 
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Dialer Tab 

 

Definition:   The Dialer Tab is the location where a user can set the global configuration levels 

for the Dialer functions utilized for the application. 
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Label Name Value Description 
Silence Minimum Length Millisecond value The minimum silence 

duration in milliseconds 
after which the dialer 
considers that silence has 
indeed occurred and can 
perform the next action 

Function: Text box will allow millisecond input to process events 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select input value 
Voice Minimum Length Millisecond value The minimum voice 

duration in milliseconds 
after which the dialer will 
start monitoring the 
silence duration. 

Function: Text box will allow millisecond input to process events 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select input value 
Input Type Drop down value (Press, Speak, Play) The default dialer input 

type to use for the multi-
input functionality. 

Function: Drop down will allow user to select multi-input type for press, speak, or play 
Digit Input Delay Millisecond value Amount of time in 

between digit input. A 
value of 0 will determine 
the entire input string to 
be sent at once. 

Function: Text box will allow millisecond input to process events 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select input value 

Digit Input Discretized Yes or No When Digit Input Delay is 
set to 0, this configuration 
value will determine 
whether the input string 
should be sent at once or 
one digit at a time, but 
with no delay in-between. 

Function: Text box will allow user to select yes or no to digit discretized (currently disabled) 
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Definition:   There are three critical values that are the primary configurations that will need 

to be tweaked during the dialer configuration. REMEMBER All configurations can be set at a 

step level if necessary for unique timing scenarios. 

 Silence Minimum Length 
o The minimum silence duration in milliseconds after which the dialer considers 

that silence has indeed occurred and can perform the next action 

 Voice Minimum Length 
o The minimum voice duration in milliseconds that need to be met for a prompt to 

be considered a true prompt, needs to be met prior to moving on to the next step 

 Digit Input Delay 
o Amount of time in between digit input. A value of 0 will determine the entire 

input string to be sent at once. 

Example: The below example will describe how the main dialer configuration values impact 

Prompt transcription and call flow processing.   

“Welcome to the RealityCorp Demonstration System... Press One to Continue” 

Definition:   While the above demonstration prompt seems like a straight forward sentence this 

is actually in many Interactive Voice Response Systems broken down into two prompts: 

“Welcome to the RealityCorp Demonstration System” and “Press One to Continue” 

 Silence Minimum Length 

“Welcome to the RealityCorp Demonstration System………... Press One to Continue” 

 

If the pause in between the two sentences is larger than the silence minimum length (…) the system 

will cut off the prompt and move onto the next step in the call flow and the resulting transcription 

for the step would be “Welcome to the RealityCorp Demonstration System”, if smaller the whole 

prompt would be transcribed. If met the silience at the end of the prompt causes the system to 

advance 

 Voice Minimum Length 

“Welcome to the RealityCorp Demonstration System... Press One to Continue” 
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The “Silence Minimum length” will not count until the “Voice Minimum Length” has been reached, 

the system will not move on until it recognizes a true voice. In the example above if the voice 

minimum length is set very high (above the entire time span of both sentences) the system will not 

record anything for the step. 

 Digit Input Delay 

If both the silence minimum length and the voice minimum length are accurately set the whole 

prompt will transcribes and then silence will be noted at the end of the “Press One to continue, 

waiting for user input.” The system will press the value with the Delay in between digits. 

“Welcome to the RealityCorp Demonstration System………….. Press One to Continue”             P---R---E---S---S 

 

 

Focus: The Dialer Object is the core feature of the ClinTest Voice product. In general once 
the Dialer is configured for a system on a specific environment the timing settings will not 
need to be adjusted. The timing settings can be adjusted with the above global 

configurations or can be adjusted at the step level using the SetThreshold ad ResetThreshold Dialer 
Actions. Initially it may take a few attempts to get the global timing configurations correct, however, 
once configured this will not often need to be adjusted. If a user is experiencing difficulty finding the 
correct system timing utilize the Application Log located in the C:\ClinTest\AppData\Logs 
directory to troubleshoot. If this does not resolve the issues contact RealityCorp Support at 
Support@Realitycorp.com or your RealityCorp point of contact.   

mailto:Support@Realitycorp.com
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VoIP Tab 

 

Definition:   The VoIP Tab is the location where a user can set the configuration necessary to 

connect to their IVR Server  
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Req # Label Name Value Description 
Application Type Client or Server Determines if a user can 

hear the prompts as they 
are played. Client mode 
allows sound, server 
mode does not. 

Function: Drop Down listing different application types 
DTMF Method Inband Audio 

SIP Info 
RTP, RFC 2833 
Auto (RTP or Inband Audio) 

The available DTMF 
methods which can be 
used for signaling over the 
SIP connection 

Function: Drop Down listing different type of  DTMF Modes 
RTP Port Range  Minimum range – Maximum range 

(15000-25000) 
Port range to be used by 
the RTP traffic 

Function: Text box will allow millisecond input for minimum range 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select minimum range 
Function: Text box will allow millisecond input for maximum range 
Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select maximum range 
STUN Server Address 
 

Address of STUN Server The Address of the STUN 
Server used for mapping 
public and private IPs and 
the corresponding port 
numbers. 

Function: Text box will allow for entry of STUN Server Address 
Log Level Fatal 

Error 
Warning  
Trace 
Info 

SIP SDK logging level from 
Fatal being the least 
descriptive to Info being 
the most detailed 

Function: Drop down listing different type of logging level inputs 
SIP Account Sip Provider to use The application can 

manage up to 3 SIP 
Accounts storing by 
storing the account details 
in the configuration 

Function: Dropdown listing SIP Account Number 
Domain SIP Provider DNS The domain name or IP 

address of the SIP 
provider 

Function: Textbox listing SIP Provider 
 
Proxy SIP Provider Proxy The server name or IP 

address of the proxy 
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server (if any used) 
Function: Textbox listing SIP Provider proxy 
Display Name Account Name The SIP display name 
Function: Text box will allow Account Name 
User Name User Account Name The SIP user name 
Function: Text box will allow User Name 
Authorization User Authorization Name The SIP authorization 

name 
Function: Text box will allow User Authorization Name 
Password User Password (encrypted) The SIP password 
Function: Text box will allow User Password (password input – hidden) 
Expire Millisecond value The amount of time in 

milliseconds the SIP 
account registration 
remains active 

Function: Text box will allow millisecond input for expiration 
License App Name License is configured for: The name the SIP SDK is 

licensed to 
Function: Text box will allow User Name Input 
License Key License Key (encrypted) The license key for the SIP 

SDK 
Function: Text box will allow input for License Key (password input – hidden) 
Register with Domain Yes or No Will allow the application 

to verify Domain 
Credentials 

Function: Checkbox will allow a user to select “Yes” or “No” to determine if the application will 
register the account and credentials with the domain. 
Outbound Calls Via Target Domain 

My Domain 
Proxy 

Will allow the application 
to change how outbound 
calls are sent 

Function: Dropdown will allow a user to select how outbound calls are sent to the domain 
 
 

 
Focus: Just like the Dialer Timing Configurations, once the VoIP connection is 
appropriately configured for a specific environment this should not need to be 

adjusted for the duration of testing. The VoIP connection will vary per client based on their internal 
infrastructure. The most common connection method is either a direct IP connection to a VoIP 
server, connecting through a SIP gateway (hardware / software), or an external SIP gateway 
provider. The preferred method is the direct IP or internal SIP gateway. If consulting or support is 
needed with the VoIP configuration and connection contact RealityCorp Support at 
Support@Realitycorp.com or your RealityCorp point of contact.  
 

mailto:Support@Realitycorp.com
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TTS Tab 

 

Definition:   The TTS Tab is the location where a user can set the configuration necessary for the 

TTS functionality.  

 

Label Name Value Description 
Speech Voice Drop down value (OS Default, All 

extra available system TTS voices) 
Will allow the user to 
choose a TTS voice to use 

Function: Drop Down will dynamically populate all loaded, available system TTS voices 
Function: Drop Down will allow a user to select a TTS Voice to use with the application 
Speech Rate Speech Rate Configure the speed of the 

TTS transcription 
Function: Text box will allow integer input for TTS Speech Speed (-10 to 10) 

Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select input value 
Speech Volume Speech Volume Configure the volume of 

the TTS transcription 
Function: Text box will allow integer input for TTS Volume  (0to 100) 

Function: Arrow picker will allow the user to select input value 
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Task Bar 

 

Definition:   The “Task Bar” is located at the bottom of the configuration interface. This allows 

a user to save a desired set of configurations and re-load them as applicable. This is a useful 

feature during the initial stages of configuration as the application is configured to find its 

“sweet spot” or if the Interactive Voice Response System is tested through multiple SIP 

Providers or on different environments (ie, platform, database, OS, etc.). 

 

 

  

Label Name Value Description 
Load Button Load Button Load a saved 

configuration file 
Function: Load button will open a windows explorer where a configuration will be selected 
Function: Once loaded the configuration changes will appear in the interface 
Save Button Save Button Save the current 

configuration file 
Function: Save button will open a windows explorer and indicate a location where to save the file 
Function: Saves the configuration file, either overwriting a previous configuration file or generating 
a new configuration file 
Restart Button Restart Button Restart the application 

setting configuration 
Function: Restarts the application (closes and reopens applying the new configuration settings) 
Cancel Cancel Cancel the configuration 

changes 
Function: Closes the configuration window and no changes are applied or saved 
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5.3. 4BRun-Time 

Definition:   After the automated test scripts have been created (design-time) and the 

application has been configured from the Configuration Manager Interface (Configuration-

time) the application is ready to be executed (Run-Time). Prior to detailing the steps of the 

execution, which in itself is very simple, the pre-execution User Interface will be described. 

Browse 

Once the application is opened the “Browse for Folder” screen will populate where the desired 

project that will run will be selected. To select the project click on the “Root” of the project 

(Highlighted) and select “Ok’” 
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Design Pane 

 

After the project has been selected, from the “Browse Folder” the project structure will be 

loaded in the “Design Pane.” The design Pane outlines all of the test scripts that are loaded for 

the selected project. This displays all Test Packages and Test Scripts that are within the 

project folder, not what is set to execute for the automation from the master excel.  

 

 To Open a Test Script “Double-

Click” on the Test Script Name and 

the excel test script file will open.  

 

If changes are made to the test 

script save the file and then re-load 

the project using the File  Open 

Project option. 

 

In order to modify the master excel 

prior to execution, to change what 

will be executed, double click and 

open the Master Excel file. 
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5.4. Execution 
 

After the design and pre-execution (Master Excel) information is reviewed 

in the user interface, ClinTest Voice execution is ready to occur. To manage 

execution before and during runtime there are four different buttons on the Menu Bar that are 

available for use. 

 

 The Syntax Check button is used prior to execution to ensure that all of the test 

information is correct within all test scripts in the project. The syntax rules include, but are not 

limited to the parsing notes located under the excel structure section of the document. After 

the Syntax Check is clicked if any errors occur within the test script the Error Report Window 

will populate. The 

Syntax check occurs 

at both the master 

excel and the test 

script level to ensure 

that all information 

is set up and ready 

for execution. Please 

notice that the 

syntax check 

includes, but is not 

limited to, structure 

checks, Master Excel 

Checks, Test Script 

Checks, and Data Row Checks. The changes can be made while the interface is up and the 

syntax rechecked or the user can Export the information to a file. 
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The Play button kicks off the automation. Once the play button is clicked the syntax check 

button will e disabled and the Stop buttons will become enabled.  

The Stop button will stop the execution during run time. Please note that ClinTest Voice 

cannot be stopped during an action. If the application is stopped it will finish the current 

validation activity then stop the execution. 

During Execution a user can use the interface in order to manage the ClinTest Voice Execution as 

well as the Execution Tab in order to review the results of the automation, real time, during run 

time. Summary runtime information can be viewed on the Execution Tab.   

The clock  icon indicates that a script, step or package 

is currently being executed.  

The pass icon indicates that a script, step or package 

has passed. 

The fail icon indicates that a script, step or package 

has failed. 

The Manual Verification  icon indicates that a script, step or package is a Manual Verification. 

The status bar icon indicates that a script, step or package is currently in progress. 
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During or after execution the information on the 

execution tab can be readily referenced in order to 

review the test script results. In order to review 

specific information double click on the status icon 

and the information will populate in the main body 

of the user interface.  

 

 

Note that the different “levels” of the project are outlined in the execution pane. The parent 

project is listed at the top, the test case is then listed noting each test script within the test 

case. Then each common that is executed from the test script is listed under the respective 

test script.  

 

*Please note that each script will acquire the status from the information at the lower level. To 

understand how statuses interact across script levels please view the chart below. In general, 

the script will gain the status of test steps within the script then will propagate to the parent. 

 

 

Test Case Test Script Common Module 
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When the user double clicks the status from 

the execution pane, the appropriate test 

script (script or module) will populate on 

the main interface with a high level 

summary of the test step including (Status, 

Number, Description, and Requirement).  

Each Action within the test step is listed 

under the summary information. To expand 

the Action Information click the arrow to the 

left of the desired action and a detailed level 

of the action information will populate. The 

Action will automattically expand and depect 

the detailed information (Action Status, 

Action Number, Object, Action, Paramater, 

Actual Result, Expected Result, Error 

Message/Comment).  

 

 

Please note that just like the module/script status the test step status obtains the result of 

the actions within the step. For Example: 

 

 

Step 
Status 

Action 
1 

Action 
2 

Action 
3 
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Once ClinTest Voice has finished 

executing all Test Packages and 

their associated Test Scripts 

that are set to “Execute” in the 

Master Excel, a pop-up box will 

display indicating that the 

automation “Execution 

completed successfully” or if the 

“Stop” button is clicked the 

automation “Execution was 

cancelled.” Once this pop up box occurs click “Ok” to get back to the user interface where 

the final execution results can be viewed through the interface. Also, once this box appears, 

the word output and all other test information has been generated and the results can be 

reviewed from the Executed Scripts Folder. 

 

In between each test script the output will generate for the given test run. A user can view 

the output after each run has completed or the entire batch has finished. A User will know 

the system is generating output while the user interface clears.  

 

*Generating the system output for very large scripts may take time as all objective evidence is 

being embedded into the output document. Please note that if a Test Script is extremely large 

(2000+) actions including common modules, it may be necessary that the script be broken up 

into smaller test scripts because the output will not successfully generate.  
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Task Scheduler 

 

Definition:   In addition to running the automation through the user interface the user can set 

up a windows scheduled task to start the automation. While the user interface is useful for 

debugging and monitoring the automation the Task Scheduler is the more efficient way to kick 

off the application and provides the following benefits to the user: 

Flexibility of Windows Task Scheduler 

Increased Application Performance 

Larger Batch Load Execution 

Provided below is a basic description of how to set up the windows task scheduler to kick off 

the automation as well as some hints and tips regarding use of the task scheduler. 

*Example in Windows 7 

 

Access the Task Scheduler through the Start Menu (Windows Orb) in order to bring up the 

Main Task Scheduler Interface: 
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Adding an Action 

Once you open the Task Scheduler Select Create Task 

from the pane on the right hand side of the main task 

scheduler window.  

 

*Please note this is for the first time set up of a Scheduled Task for 

a project. In order to create multiple tasks for one project, or a 

new task for a different project, follow the same general steps. 

 

 

  

Once the Create Task interface 

is open a user can enter 

general information about the 

task such as the Name and 

Description. This allows a user 

to keep track of the multiple 

Tasks that will be created for 

different projects.  

*Notice the Configure for 

dropdown at the bottom of the 

pane; please select the 

appropriate OS that the task 

will be run on. 
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Once the General Information is set 

up, select the Actions Tab from the 

Create Task Interface in order to 

set up the individual action that the 

task will perform.  

 

Click New in order to add the new 

ClinTest scheduled task for a 

specific project. 

 

 

 

Set up the Action to Start a program, 

which will indicate that the Task 

Scheduler will “kick off” the ClinTest 

application.  

Under Settings either browse to the 

ClinTest Voice 4.0 Folder located 

under the RealityCorp Folder in 

Program Files and select the 

ClinTest.exe or paste in the below 

text.  

(*Note: This is the same for every task) 

"C:\Program 

Files\RealityCorp\ClinTest\ClinTest 

Voice4.0\RealityCorp.ClinTest.Main.Voice.exe" 

In the Add arguments (optional): text 

box place the name of the Project you wish to execute from the C:\ClinTest\Projects Folder 

*Once the Action, Program/script: and Add arguments (optional): fields have been filled out 

select Ok
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Kicking off the new Action 

There are two ways in which the newly set up action can be executed. The action can be instantly 

run by going to the Task Scheduler Library  right clicking the newly created ClinTest Scheduled 

Task and clicking Run. 

 

In addition to instantly running the Scheduled Task a user can also set up the action to be run on a 

time interval so execution can occur overnight, or on the weekend if no one is present to kick off the 

task. 

Right click Properties from the existing task in order to modify the current action to set up the 

desired time when the action should begin. 

 

Select Triggers from the Current Task 

Interface and then click New in order to 

generate a new schedule for when the task 

will execute. 
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On the Trigger Interface set up the task to 

execute appropriately. Windows Task 

Scheduler offers a host of different Trigger 

Types including the standard “On a schedule” 

which allows a user to set up times and 

intervals for when the action will execute.  

 

In addition to “On a schedule” a user can also 

select triggers such as “At log on” or “At Start 

Up” based on their execution preferences. 

Once the appropriate criteria is set select Ok 

 

When the task begins to execute a standard Windows command box will pop up indicating that the 

execution has begun. This box will remain until the scheduled task has completed.  

*Please remember to turn off screensavers as well as hibernation mode in order to ensure that all screenshots 

are accurately captured during the automation. 
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5.5. 5BClinTest Output and Reporting 

Definition:   Once execution has been completed ClinTest generates the Output, Reporting and 

Objective Evidence of the entire test run. Each Test Script will have an associated post-

execution Excel File, and Word Output. 

Open the Executed Scripts Folder from the Project that was executed in the following location 

C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project Name]\ExecutedScripts  

 

 

There will be one folder for each Test Package that was run from the Master Excel Run List 

labeled with the Test Package Name and the system time stamp indicating execution 

completion time. As well as a master excel file outlining the status of all test cases run from 

the project. 
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Each Individual Test Package folder will contain a folder for each Test Script that was run 

for the Test Package. 

 

Each Test Script Folder will contain a Word and Excel Folder that will contain the 

information from the test script 

 

The Excel Folder will contain a completed Excel Test Script for the Main Test Script as well 

as any Common Module that was called by the Test Script during execution. 
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The Word Folder will contain a Word Output Document that contains all of the completed 

test step information as well as the objective evidence for every action run within the test 

script (including common) into one easily reviewable document. 

 

In addition to the word output for each test script the system w ill also generate a completed 

excel file which now contains: 

 The script status in the master run list 

 

 

 

 The 3 empty Test Script columns from the script design section completed with execution 

information: 
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 The Datasheet filled out with the information that was gathered at Run-Time as well as 

execution information regarding the system user logged into the machine and timestamps. 

 

 

 

 

 

The completed master excel file for the Test Package that is generated post-execution will now 

contain: 

 

 The overall result from all the scripts run within the Test Package 

 

 

 

 The overall result of each individual test script within the test package 

 

 

*Please note that additional tabs will get created for each test case that is executed and the 

associated test script information will populate within the tab. The status of the Test Case will 

then get carried over into the MasterRunList so the user can get a quick review of the entire 

project results in one location.
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ClinTest Voice Word Output Generation: 

Definition:   The Test Script excel output is a good reference if a user is quickly trying to 

find a test step or the result of a test case. While the purpose of the excel is a secondary 

source of documentation and a quick reference guide, the Word Output Generation is the 

primary source of test results and contains all of the objective evidence from the test run. 

This output is highly customizable per client and a company can use the standard template 

(depicted below) or a unique template to fit into their standard operating procedures. 

ClinTest Voice has the ability to have multiple test script output templates per project and 

can be interchanged through the environment tab in the master excel file.  

 

 

 

The front page of the document contains general information about the test script that is, in 

this instance, pulled from the TestApproval tab of the excel file. The section contains 

customizable logos and script information that outlines the script’s author, time of 

execution, Test Script requirements, and the script verison. 
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The pre-execution page also pulls from the Test Approval Tab indicating who was 

responsible for writing the test script to ensure accountability. This is signed off by the 

individual who initially created the scripts. 

 

 

 

The pre-execution page also pulls from the Test Approval Tab indicating who was 

responsible for executing the scripts and reviewing the output information from the test 

steps. This is then reviewed by Quality Assurance to ensure completeness, compliance, and 

accuracy.  

*Please note that all scripts should be reviewed especially if there are failures or manual 

verification steps in the test script. 
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The summary page pulls information from the GeneralTestApproval tab of the test script 

and also automatically pulls a bug summary indicating steps that should be reviewed prior 

to sign off for test failures. 
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The body of each test step includes information about the individual step, this includes: 

Test Script Field Test Script Field Description 
Step Number This step number of the test step from the pre-execution excel file 

Requirement This requirement of the test step from the pre-execution excel file 

Step Status The status of the entire test step including all actions within the step 

Step Description This step description of the test step from the pre-execution excel file 

Object.Action This object and action of the test step from the pre-execution excel file 

Expected Result The Expected prompt result from the system 

Actual Result The actual prompt transcription from the IVR System 

Status / Error 
Message / Match 
Percentage 

The step status from the action including the match percentage and error message if 
an error occurred 

Objective 
Evidence 

Objective Evidence that was captured during execution (detailed below) 
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Screenshot The screenshot for each action  
 
*Note: If multiple actions are in a step the screenshots from the previous actions will be 
embedded as icons and the final action embedded as a screenshot 

 

*This output is the standard RealityCorp template output. This output will be “themed” for each client that uses 

ClinTest, however, large customizations or new templates will be created through the RealityCorp services 

department 

Objective Evidence 

The Objective Evidence and Screenshots within the Test Step are the most important 

aspects of the automated Word Output. Based on each action type the evidence of testing is 

automatically determined and embedded at the step level. The Objective Evidence that 

ClinTest can capture is as follows: 

 

For every picture that is taken of the database query viewer, FileSystem, or XML file a 

JPG is embedded into the word document. 

   

For every Database query that is executed a csv file is generated in addition to the 

screenshot. 

 

For every XML file that is interacted with the file itself is embedded into the 

document as well as the screenshot taken. 

 

For every Dialer Object that compares a prompt to an expected result a run time 

recording of the prompt is stored at the action level 
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The system can also support the automatic; step level embedding of the following files 

(includes but is not limited to): 

TXT  EML DOC  

ClinTest Voice also has custom query viewers that allow a user to not only embed but 

directly in the document view validation information including: 

Custom Query Viewer 

 

Custom File System Viewer 

 

Custom XML Viewer 
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   Full Automated Word Output Template 
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5.6. Voice Profile Creation and Management 
Definition:   The Voice profile is one of the core aspects of the ClinTest Voice Application. The Voice 

Profile Identifies the voice talent for a specific IVR Application. Creating and managing Voice 

Profiles is important to ensure optimal transcription results and accuracy. 

 

Voice Profile Manager 

 

To Create, Maintain, and Delete voice profiles a user 

can use the Voice Profile Manager located in the Tools 

Section of the user interface.  

Once Selected the Voice Profile Manager will open 

and it will load the Voice Profiles in the following fashion: 

 If a project is opened in the user interface the Voice Profiles will load from the Voice Profile 

Folder for the selected project into the Design Pane 

 If no project is opened in the user interface the Voice Profiles will load from the Voice 

Profile Folder for the Sample Project into the Design Pane 
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The Voice Profile Design Pane lists all of the profiles that are located 

in the loaded Voice Profile Folder. The profiles will be pulled in 

alphabetical order and the first profile will be selected. This tab will 

update appropriately as profiles are added and removed from the 

project. 

 

The Details Tab will automatically load the appropriate information 

for the selected Voice Profile including the Name, Language, Acoustic 

Model and Vocabulary. 

 

The Profile Name is a user entered value that identifies the profile 

(there cannot be duplicate profile names per project) 

 

The Profile Language indicates the Language of the expected voice 

(for this release US and UK English are options) 

 

The Profile Acoustic Model further details the Language that is selected. It is the equivalent 

to a “dialect” for each language. 

 

The Profile Vocabulary 

outlines the dictionary of 

words that the profile will 

start with when first 

created. If Empty is chosen 

the profile will be created 

with no words. If Medium 

or Large is chosen the 

profile will be created with 

a predefined set of words 

from the specified 

Language and Acoustic 

Model. 
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Voice Profile Manager File Menu 

To manage the profiles within the application 

choose which action to perform from the file 

Dropdown menu. 

 

 

 

 

If a user chooses Open Profile Location… then the 

following windows explorer box will populate allowing a 

user to choose the file path where the appropriate voice 

profiles reside. 

 

 

 

 

 

If a user chooses New Profile then a “New Voice Profile” will be created in the Voice Profiles 

Design Pane. The Design Tab interface will default to blank and all of the fields will be 

highlighted red indicating that they are mandatory prior to the Voice Profile’s creation. 
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Once New Profile has been chosen the user must populate all four fields in the appropriate fashion 

prior to being able to “create” the profile. 

 

The Name Field is a blank text box that can be populated with any valid string value that is not a 

duplicate voice profile name or blank. 

  

 

The Language Field is a drop down that contains either US English or UK English and must be 

populated. 

 

US English            UK English 

 The Acoustic Model field outlines the dialects for 

each voice profile and dynamically populates 

based on the Language selection. 

 

US English           UK English 

 

 

 

The Vocabulary field outlines the starting dictionary size for each protocol and dynamically 

populates based on the Language selection. 
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Once all the information has been selected for a new Voice Profile all red highlighting will be 

removed and the Create button will be enabled and the Voice Profile can be created with the chosen 

parameters. 

 

Once Create is clicked the Voice Profile Name will appear in the Voice Profile selection pane and all 

values will be populated and not editable in the main Design Tab of the Voice Profile Manager.  

 

*Notice that both the Vocabulary Management and Training Tabs are now available to the user in 

order to continue the next two steps in the voice profile training. 
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If Delete Profile is selected then the highlighted voice profile will be removed from the Voice Profile 

selection pane. Prior to deletion a 

message will pop up ensuring that 

the voice profile is to be deleted. 

Once a profile is removed from the 

application it cannot be recovered. 

 

 

 

 

 

The profile that is immediately below the profile that is deleted will be 

selected and loaded into the design pane. 

 

The last option from the File 

Menu is the Exit Functionality 

and this will close the Voice 

Profile Manager.  

Please note that each step 

must be completed in order 

for the information to save 

prior to exiting the application. 
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Vocabulary Management 

The second part of Voice Profile creation is managing the specific profile’s vocabulary. This step is 

mandatory upon initial profile creation. Once a profile is fully created, managed, and trained the 

user can reload profiles 

from the interface and 

manage the profile’s 

existing vocabulary if a 

set or individual words 

need to be added to the 

profile. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the Vocabulary Management Tab there are three potential options 

that a user can utilize to manage the vocabulary 

Add Words from Text Files – Will add individual words from “.txt” files 

and is a good selection for initial profile creation or large scale profile 

updates (see subsequent sections to utilize the excel file parser to 

create the text files from an excel prompt list). 

Add Single Word – Will add an individual word to the profile and in this option a user can select 

both the Written Form and Spoken Form of the individual word. This is a good option for adding 

individual words or making small scale updates and changes to existing profiles. 

Manage Existing Words – Will allow a user to view the currently vocabulary for a profile and select 

which loaded words are going to be available for transcription in the profile. 
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If a user clicks Add Words from Text Files a windows 

explorer pop-up box will populate allowing a user to select a 

directory that contains the text files that will be loaded into 

the application. 

 

 

 

 

 

The application will 

parse all of the individual 

text files and add the 

individual words from 

each file, ignoring 

duplicate words. For 

example, if a user had a 

directory with one “.txt” 

file that had the phrase 

“Add this word” and a 

second “.txt” file that had 

the phrase “to this 

dictionary” the following 

would appear in the 

management interface. 

All of the distinct words (notice “this” did not get added two times) will get placed into the 

user interface and are available for selection. To select a single word to add to the 

Vocabulary select the  next to the word and click  . To select all words click . 

To uncheck all of the words that you have selected click . Once the desired words 

are “checked” click  in order to add the selected word to the vocabulary. 
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If a user clicks Add Single Word a pop up box will 

open that will allow a user to enter a single word into 

the profile’s vocabulary.  

The Written Form of a word means that this is what 

the ASR will transcribe when it “hears” a specific 

word. 

The Spoken Form of a word means that this is what 

the ASR will “hear” and it will correspond to a 

specific written form. So if my IVR System said the 

word “Dollar” and a user wanted that to transcribe 

to “$” the following would be entered.  

 

 

To add the word click  

and the word will be added to the 

vocabulary and a message 

indicating the word has been 

successfully added will be posted 

on the interface.  

 

Appropriate error messages will help guide a user with the free form enter. For example a 

user cannot enter a duplicate Written / Spoken form combination. These types of errors 

will get caught when the word 

is attempted to be added to the 

vocabulary. 
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If a user clicks Manage Existing Words all words that have been added into the vocabulary up to 

this point will be listed 

in the interface where 

they can be removed if 

necessary. There are 

some default values 

that are naturally 

populated, even with 

an empty dictionary, 

however these will not 

impact your voice 

profile and are usually 

only 2 or 3 entries. 

 

All words get added in the Written (Spoken) form in the interface if they have both values. If the 

word’s written form and spoken form are the same value they will just get added with the written 

form. 

Training 

Once the Voice Profile’s 

vocabulary has been 

managed the user must 

train the profile. For 

initial profile creation it 

is necessary that training 

occurs in order to 

associate a “voice talent” 

with the newly created 

Vocabulary. If a large 

scale update to an 

existing profile occurs re-

training is not mandatory 

but suggested, especially 

if very unique words are added. 
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In order to train a profile a user must have two directories. The first directory contains a set of 

“.wav” files that have the individual voice prompts from the IVRS. 

 

The more voice information that is fed into the voice profile will yield better voice recognition 

results. It is suggested that at least 10 – 15 minutes (length of all files combined)is used for training. 

*The profile can be trained on less but use the above for initial profile trianing 

The second directory contains a set of “.txt” files that have corresponding speech text for each 

“.wav” file.  

 

Ensure that the file name for “.wav” and “.txt” files match as this will be the coupled Written 

and Spoken match. 

If  is selected for the Wave Files Folder Path a directory window 

will populating allowing a user to select the folder that contains all 

the wav files that are to be loaded into the voice profile 

 

 

 

If  is selected for the Text Files Folder Path a directory window 

will populating allowing a user to select the folder that contains all 

the corresponding “.txt” files for the selected “.wav” files. 
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At this point the  button is now enabled and a user can begin the voice profile 

training process. Once the train button is clicked the training will initiate. 

 

 

If any errors occur during training a 

message box will pop up outlining the error. 

The most common errors that you will 

receive during training are that there “No 

results could be used for training” (not 

enough total voice) or “a wav/txt file 

mismatch, in which the information will be 

given on the interface.  

Once Training is complete the voice profile 

will be ready for use with the ClinTest Voice 

application. 

 

 

Focus: It is important to understand the concept of the voice profile more so than the 
details of creation. Once the user understands how to train the process of creation, 
management, and training of initial and existing voice profiles becomes easy. 

Remember a Voice Profile is used to identify a specific voice for an IVR system. The Voice Profiles 
“information” (Name, Language, Acoustic Model, Vocabulary) are identifiers and attributes to the 
profile. The “vocabulary” of what is in the profile is the word bank that the ASR uses for 
transcription. The “training” is the actual sound of the voice and how it matches the vocabulary.  
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Audio Converter 

 

In order to generate the .wav files that are necessary to train the voice profile the files must 

be in a 16 Bit 8000 HZ mono format. For both training and utilizing “play” or “MultiInput” 

(see appendix) functions this .wav format is 

mandatory. The audio conversion tool allows 

a user to take standard .wav, .vap, and .vox 

files and convert them into the above format.  

 

 

 

Once the Audio Converter is 

selected the tool will automatically 

open allowing a user to load the 

files that are to be converted.  

The Input Folder specifies the 

directory where the application 

will look for all valid .vox, .wav, 

.vap files.  

The Output Folder specifies the 

directory where save the 

converted .wav files.  
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First select a directory that contains the valid files for conversion. 

A user can manually enter a path in the Input Folder files text box 

or click  to open a directory window to select a folder. Once a 

folder is selected the audio files within that folder will 

automatically appear in the diplay pane. 

 

The conversion tool will 

automatically determine the file type 

(.vap, .vox, or .wav) and populate the 

necessary interface controls.  

For .wav files the user does not need 

to specify any information for the 

conversion process and the user can 

select a wav file for conversion by 

merely clicking the selection box,   

for on and  for off. Most .wav 

formats are acceptable for 

conversion.  

For .vox files the user needs to specify 

both the Frequency and the Encoding 

type of the input file. The possible frequencies for conversion are . The frequency 

is only needed to be determined for input .vox files. The possible encoding types for 

conversion are . The valid input .vox files are all the combinations of the available 

frequencies and encodings, making the valid file types for .vox: 

8000 Hz MuLaw; 8000 Hz ADPCM; 8000 Hz ALaw; 6000 Hz MuLaw; 6000 Hz ADPCM; 6000 Hz ALaw 

Once the user selects the valid encoding and frequency from the dropdowns select the file 

for conversion via  for on and  for off.   
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For .vap files the user needs to specify the Encoding  and then can select the file 

for conversion via  for on and  for off.  

The valid input .vap files are any of the available encodings, making the valid file types for 

.vox: 

8000 Hz MuLaw; 8000 Hz ADPCM; 8000 Hz ALaw; 6000 Hz MuLaw; 6000 Hz ADPCM; 6000 Hz ALaw 

A user can select any amount of files for conversion with any file type combination as long 

as the files are supported by the audio converter. To select all of the files in the directory 

for conversion click the  button. To unselect all of the files in the directory for 

conversion click the  button.  

The Convert button will remain disabled until a valid output folder 

is selected. A user can manually enter a path in the Output Folder 

files text box or click  to open a directory window to select a 

folder. Once a folder is selected the convert button will be enabled, 

as long as a file is selected for conversion, 

 

 

 

Review the information prior to 

conversion and once a user is ready to 

begin click the  button. 
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Once conversion begins the summary interface open. This interface contains a progress bar 

as well as a display pane. The Progress bar will track the status of the conversion and 

cumulatively list all of the individual files that will be converted. For .vap files each 

individual file will be 

listed during 

conversion.  

 

Once the conversion process 

has finished a pop up box will 

generate indicating the status 

of the conversion. If any errors 

are generated during the 

conversion (invalid files types, 

blank files, etc.) they will be 

listed on the display pane after 

execution. The Conversion and 

Errors Warning Pane provides a summary of all of the errors during conversion. The 

conversion will continue and all 

files that are not corrupted or 

invalid will be converted into the 

output directory. The files that are 

invalid will be skipped over.  

In addition to all valid audio files 

being converted into a 16 Bit 8000 

HZ mono format the user will also 

receive a “FileMapper.xlsx” file 

that will summarize the files that 

were converted. This output will 

rename any duplicate files that 

were found during conversion 

outline the original File Name and 

the Converted Name. In addition 

to handling duplicate files, this file will break down all .wav files within the .vap files. 
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Excel Prompts File Parser 

 

As noted in the Voice Profile section, it is 

mandatory to have a valid set of .wav files with 

their corresponding .txt files that contain the 

prompt text. In order to streamline this task the 

Excel Prompts File Parser can be used.  

The first input for the Excel Prompts File Parser is the valid Excel File Path that points to 

the excel file that contains a list of prompt names and their corresponding text.  

 

A user can manually enter a path in the Excel 

File Path files text box or click  to open a 

directory window to select a file path.  

The Excel file that is selected needs to be in a 

specific format in order to correctly be parsed 

by the tool. The excel file must contain two 

columns. The first column is all of the valid .wav 

file names (with or without the extension). The 

second column is the prompt text that 

corresponds with the file name. Please note that this file will attempt to convert the first 

two columns that are found so do not have any extra information in the file.  Also, the first 

row of information will be ignored as this is treated as a header row. The text of the header 

row does not need to be specific.  
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The second input for the Excel Prompts File Parser is the valid Text Files Folder Path where 

the output text files will be stored.  

 

A user can manually enter a path in the Text Files Folder Path 

files text box or click  to open a directory window to select a 

folder path.  

 

 

 

The output folder will contain an individual text file with the specified File Name and 

corresponding File Text for each individual row of the excel file. Once both an Excel File 

Path and a valid Text 

Files Folder Path is 

selected the Parse button 

will be enabled and the 

user can initiate the 

parsing process via 

clicking the  

button.  

Once the parsing has completed the user will be informed via a pop up box. 
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Focus: In review there are three tools that are needed to create a voice profile. The Audio 
converter and the Excel File Parser are minor tools that allow a user to prepare the 

necessary items to create a voice profile with the Voice Profile Manager. The focus of this 
section is to understand the “workflow” behind the creation of a voice profile. First a user should 
compile the appropriate audio files necessary for conversion that will determine the specific voice 
talent for an Interactive Voice Response System. The user should also compile a list of the prompt 
file names and the corresponding text and enter them into an excel file in the format listed in the 
Excel File Parser section (taken from a prompt library or other source). The user should then use 
the Audio Conversion Tool in order to convert the files into the appropriate format for training. 
Next the user can use the Excel File Parser in order to get a set of individual text files with the 
corresponding prompt text that I necessary for profile creation. Once a user has a set of text files 
and a set of wav files the user can create a voice profile as specified in the above steps. After the 
initial creation of a Voice Profile the user can maintain, update and delete the voice profile utilizing 
the Voice Profile Manager tool. 
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5.7. ClinTest Voice 4.0 Action Library 
Definition:   The ClinTest voice 4.0 Action Library contains a list of all validation activities that can 

be utilized in the application. This is a reference guide that will outline a summary of each action 

including parameter and usage examples along.  This information can be found in the OAP interface 

in Documentation Mode so a user does not have to go back to this document while scripting. 

Dialer 

Action Name: Dial 

Summary: The dial functionality is used to dial into an Interactive Voice Response System. 

This functionality must occur prior to any other dialer methods and is the only way to 

initially access an IVRS system through the application via initializing a call 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Dial 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Number String 
 

"555123999" or [v:DataValue] 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then it defaults to the Voice Profile 
Folder for the current project for the first voice profile in alphabetical order 
2. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab has a folder path, the application will use 
that path and profile for transcription 
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Action Name: Dial 

Summary: The dial functionality is used to dial into an Interactive Voice Response System. 

This functionality must occur prior to any other dialer methods and is the only way to 

initially access an IVRS system through the application via initializing a call 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Dial 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Number String 
 

"555123999" or [v:DataValue] 
 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then it defaults to the Voice Profile 
Folder for the current project for the first voice profile in alphabetical order 
2. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab has a folder path, the application will use 
that path and profile for transcription 
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Action Name: Press 

Summary: The Press functionality is used to enter a numerical value through the phone 

system. This function is the main driver of the phone functionality and will be present in 

most of the phone test scripts 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Press 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Input String 
 

"1" or [v:DataValue] 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: Press 

Summary: The Press functionality is used to enter a numerical value through the phone 

system. This function is the main driver of the phone functionality and will be present in 

most of the phone test scripts 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Press 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Input String 
 

"1" or [v:DataValue] 
 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: Speak 

Summary: The Speak functionality is used for systems that accept voice input. The Speak 

function will use Text to Speech technology to "Speak" whatever is typed in the designated 

parameter. 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Speak 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Voice Input 
String 

 

Text that will be transcribed to speech 
- Syntax Example: "My initials are J A 

R" 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: Speak 

Summary: The Speak functionality is used for systems that accept voice input. The Speak 

function will use Text to Speech technology to "Speak" whatever is typed in the designated 

parameter. 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Speak 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Voice Input 
String 

 

Text that will be transcribed to speech 
- Syntax Example: "My initials are J A 

R" 
 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: Play 

Summary: The Play functionality is used for systems that accept voice input. The Play 

function will play a designated ".wav" file from a specified location in order to enter voice 

into the IVR System 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Play 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

File path 

String 
 

File Path where the file resides, if the 
path never changes you can use a 

global, or script variable see secondary 
examples - Syntax Example: 

"C:\Clintest\Projects\TestIVR\WavFiles
\123.wav" or [env:WavFilePath] or 

[v:WavFilePath] 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If only a file name is provided (i.e. "123.wav") the default path with look to the environment tab 
"WAVFilesPath" column. 
2. If the environment tab does not contain the a folder path then it will default to the 
"C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\InputWavFiles" Folder 
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Action Name: Play 

Summary: The Play functionality is used for systems that accept voice input. The Play 

function will play a designated ".wav" file from a specified location in order to enter voice 

into the IVR System 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Play 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

File path 

String 
 

File Path where the file resides, if the 
path never changes you can use a 

global, or script variable see secondary 
examples - Syntax Example: 

"C:\Clintest\Projects\TestIVR\WavFiles
\123.wav" or [env:WavFilePath] or 

[v:WavFilePath] 
 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav, MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If only a file name is provided (i.e. "123.wav") the default path with look to the environment tab 
"WAVFilesPath" column. 
2. If the environment tab does not contain the a folder path then it will default to the 
"C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\InputWavFiles" Folder 
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Action Name: MultiInput 

Summary: The MultiInput functionality is used for systems that accept voice and DTMF 

inputs. This function is driven off of global or step level configurations in order to Press or 

Speak or Play while interacting with the IVR System 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: MultiInput 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Input 
String 

 

The input if DTMF entry is required (If 
this is not used place "" in parameter)- 
Syntax Example: "1" or [v:DataValue] 

 

Voice Input 

String 
 

Text that will be transcribed to speech 
(If this is not used place "" in 

parameter) - Syntax Example: "My 
initials are J A R" 

 

File path 

String 
 

File Path where the file resides, if the 
path never changes you can use a 

global, or script variable see secondary 
examples - Syntax Example: 

"C:\Clintest\Projects\TestIVR\WavFiles
\123.wav" or [env:WavFilePath] or 

[v:WavFilePath] 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If the DialerInputType in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then this will default to 
Configuration Settings Menu Value. 
2. If only a file name is provided (i.e. "123.wav") the default path with look to the environment tab 
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"WAVFilesPath" column. 
3. If the environment tab does not contain the file path then it will default to the 
"C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\InputWavFiles" Folder 
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Action Name: MultiInput 

Summary: The MultiInput functionality is used for systems that accept voice and DTMF 

inputs. This function is driven off of global or step level configurations in order to Press or 

Speak or Play while interacting with the IVR System 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: MultiInput 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Input 
String 

 

The input if DTMF entry is required (If 
this is not used place "" in parameter)- 
Syntax Example: "1" or [v:DataValue] 

 

Voice Input 

String 
 

Text that will be transcribed to speech 
(If this is not used place "" in 

parameter) - Syntax Example: "My 
initials are J A R" 

 

File path 

String 
 

File Path where the file resides, if the 
path never changes you can use a 

global, or script variable see secondary 
examples - Syntax Example: 

"C:\Clintest\Projects\TestIVR\WavFiles
\123.wav" or [env:WavFilePath] or 

[v:WavFilePath] 
 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 
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Comments:  
1. If the DialerInputType in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then this will default to digits. 
2. If only a file name is provided (i.e. "123.wav") the default path with look to the environment tab 
"WAVFilesPath" column. 
3. If the environment tab does not contain the file path then it will default to the 
"C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\InputWavFiles" Folder 
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Action Name: Wait 

Summary: The wait functionality is intended to be used in an instance when no input is 

required from the phone application however an expected prompt result requires analysis 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Wait 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: Wait 

Summary: The wait functionality is intended to be used in an instance when no input is 

required from the phone application however an expected prompt result requires analysis 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Wait 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: HangUp 

Summary: The HangUp functionality is used to terminate a call from the Interactive Voice 

Response System. This functionality must be called after a dial method and will terminate 

the current instance of the Dialer Object 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: HangUp 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The dialer has successfully hung up the call and terminated the connection 
Fail: The dialer has unsuccessfully hung up the call and terminated the connection 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: ReceiveAndWait 

Summary: The ReceiveAndWait functionality is used to receive a call from a number and 

answer the call kicking off the interaction with an Interactive Voice Response System. This 

functionality must occur prior to any other dialer methods and is the only way to initially 

access an IVRS system through the application via receiving calls 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: ReceiveAndWait 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then it defaults to the Voice Profile 
Folder for the current project for the first voice profile in alphabetical order 
2. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab has a folder path, the application will use 
that path and profile for transcription 
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Action Name: ReceiveAndWait 

Summary: The ReceiveAndWait functionality is used to receive a call from a number and 

answer the call kicking off the interaction with an Interactive Voice Response System. This 

functionality must occur prior to any other dialer methods and is the only way to initially 

access an IVRS system through the application via receiving calls 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: ReceiveAndWait 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then it defaults to the Voice Profile 
Folder for the current project for the first voice profile in alphabetical order 
2. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab has a folder path, the application will use 
that path and profile for transcription 
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Action Name: ReceiveAndMultiInput 

Summary: The ReceiveAndMultiInput functionality is used for systems that accept voice 

and DTMF inputs. This function is driven off of global or step level configurations in order to 

Press or Speak or Play while interacting with the IVR System. Upon connection, it will input 

the designated information, wait for voice and then transcribe 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: ReceiveAndMultiInput 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Input 
String 

 

The input if DTMF entry is required (If 
this is not used place "" in parameter)- 
Syntax Example: "1" or [v:DataValue] 

 

Voice Input 

String 
 

Text that will be transcribed to speech 
(If this is not used place "" in 

parameter) - Syntax Example: "My 
initials are J A R" 

 

File path 

String 
 

File Path where the file resides, if the 
path never changes you can use a 

global, or script variable see secondary 
examples - Syntax Example: 

"C:\Clintest\Projects\TestIVR\WavFiles
\123.wav" or [env:WavFilePath] or 

[v:WavFilePath] 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: A Match Comparison will occur between the actual and expected result. 
This match comparison will be a custom string compare algorithm that returns result 
 
Pass: Comparison Result above the Pass Threshold 
Fail: Comparison Result below the Manual Verification threshold 

Manual Verification: Comparison Result above the Manual Verification threshold 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
1. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then it defaults to the Voice Profile 
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Folder for the current project for the first voice profile in alphabetical order 
2. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab has a folder path, the application will use 
that path and profile for transcription 
3. If the DialerInputType in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then this will default to 
Configuration Settings Menu Value. 
4. If only a file name is provided (i.e. "123.wav") the default path with look to the environment tab 
"WAVFilesPath" column. 
5. If the environment tab does not contain the folder path then it will default to the 
"C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\InputWavFiles" Folder 
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Action Name: ReceiveAndMultiInput 

Summary: The ReceiveAndMultiInput functionality is used for systems that accept voice 

and DTMF inputs. This function is driven off of global or step level configurations in order to 

Press or Speak or Play while interacting with the IVR System. Upon connection, it will input 

the designated information, wait for voice and then transcribe 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: ReceiveAndMultiInput 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Phone Input 
String 

 

The input if DTMF entry is required (If 
this is not used place "" in parameter)- 
Syntax Example: "1" or [v:DataValue] 

 

Voice Input 

String 
 

Text that will be transcribed to speech 
(If this is not used place "" in 

parameter) - Syntax Example: "My 
initials are J A R" 

 

File path 

String 
 

File Path where the file resides, if the 
path never changes you can use a 

global, or script variable see secondary 
examples - Syntax Example: 

"C:\Clintest\Projects\TestIVR\WavFiles
\123.wav" or [env:WavFilePath} or 

[v:WavFilePath] 
 

Ignore 

Transcription 
Boolean 

 

True or False (Defaults to False) 
 

 

Expected Result: The expected result for this function is a user input that represents the 
Interactive Voice System Prompt that will play after the input is entered 
Actual Result: The actual result for this function is the prompt response from the Interactive 
Voice System Prompt System 
Objective Evidence: Wav,MP3,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: NA 
Fail: NA 

Manual Verification: Ignore Transcription will always result in a Manual Verification 

NA: Step Not Executed 
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Comments:  
1. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then it defaults to the Voice Profile 
Folder for the current project for the first voice profile in alphabetical order 
2. If VoiceProfilePath in the Master Excel environment tab has a folder path, the application will use 
that path and profile for transcription 
3. If the DialerInputType in the Master Excel environment tab is blank then this will default to 
Configuration Settings Menu Value. 
4. If only a file name is provided (i.e. "123.wav") the default path with look to the environment tab 
"WAVFilesPath" column. 
5. If the environment tab does not contain the file path then it will default to the 
"C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\InputWavFiles" Folder 
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Action Name: Configure 

Summary: The configure functionality is used to configure the dialer object on a per step 

basis. This function is often necessary if there is a specific step that requires a certain 

amount of customized tweaking to the timing 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: Configure 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Silence 

Detection Time 
Milliseco

nds 
 

"1500" or [v:DataValue] 
 

Minimum 

Prompt Time 
Milliseco

nds 
 

"3500" or [v:DataValue] 
 

Digit Input Time Milliseco
nds 

 

"200" or [v:DataValue] 
 

Digit String or 

Discretized 
Boolean 

 

True or [v:DataValue] 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The configuration has been set according to the parameters 
Fail: The configuration has experienced an error during the action 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: ResetConfiguration 

Summary: The ResetConfiguration functionality is intended to reset the dialer to the 

original global configuration settings. This must occur after a Configure method and the 

configure settings will apply to all test steps that run until the reset functionality is 

instantiated 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: ResetConfiguration 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The configuration has been reset to the global values 
Fail: The reset of the configuration has experienced an error during the action 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: SetThreshold 

Summary: The SetThreshold functionality allows a user to configure the pass and manual 

verification thresholds to a given percentage for a single, or set of test script steps. This will 

apply to any dialer prompt comparisons that occur between the Set and Reset Functionality 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: SetThreshold 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Pass Threshold Integer 
 

95 
 

Manual 

Verification 

Threshold 

Integer 
 

90 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The threshold was set successfully and no errors occurred during the setting of the threshold 
Fail: The threshold was set unsuccessfully and one or more errors occurred during the setting of the 

threshold 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: ResetThreshold 

Summary: The ResetThreshold functionality allows a user to reset the configuration that 

was set with the Set step. Any string comparison that occurred between the Set and Rest 

Steps will have been analyzed with the Set parameters 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: ResetThreshold 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The threshold was reset successfully and no errors occurred during the resetting of the 

threshold 
Fail: The threshold was reset unsuccessfully and one or more errors occurred during the resetting of 

the threshold 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: SetInputType 

Summary: The SetInput functionality is used in order to temporarily override the 

DialerInputType configuration in the environment tab. This override will last until the 

ResetInput function is called then the Input will reset to the global value in the environment 

tab in the master excel 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: SetInputType 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Input Type 

String 
 

The input Type to temporarily use with 
the IVR System 

("Press","Speak","Play" - Syntax 
Example: "Press" 

 

 

Expected Result: User Entered 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The input type was successfully configured 
Fail: The input type was unsuccessfully configured 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: ResetInputType 

Summary: The ResetInput functionality will reset the temporarily set input type back to the 

value from the environment tab 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Dialer 
Action Name: ResetInputType 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User Entered 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The input type was successfully reset 
Fail: The input type was unsuccessfully reset 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Database 

Action Name: Connect 

Summary: The connect functionality is used to open an instance of a connection to the 

specified database. This connection will last until the close connection function is called or 

the script terminates. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: Connect 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Connection 

String String 
 

"DRIVER=SQL Server Native Client 
10.0;UID=IVRDemo;DATABASE=IVR

Demo;SERVER=RC-
IVRDB;Pwd=TestIVR" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The system has successfully connected to the database. 
Fail: The system has failed to connect to the database. 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CloseConnection 

Summary: This function will close the database connection that is currently open 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CloseConnection 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The database connection was successfully closed 
Fail: The database connection was unsuccessfully closed 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: ExecuteQuery 

Summary: Executes a given SQL statement in the currently connected database 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: ExecuteQuery 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

SQL Query String 
 

"Update Table Set Column = Value" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Query was successfully executed in the database 
Fail: Query was unsuccessfully executed in the database 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: GetRecordset 

Summary: The GetRecordset functionality is used to run a database query against the 

clinical software system’s database. This SQL query is specific to the database instance and 

will have syntax for that individual database (T-SQL, P-SQL, Access, etc.). 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: GetRecordset 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

SQL Query String 
 

"Select * From Table" 
 

Screenshot Boolean 
 

True or False 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The result from the database query 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,CSV,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The system has successfully retrieved information from the database 
Fail: The system has failed successfully retrieved information from the database 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CaptureFieldValueByRowToDataRow 

Summary: The CaptureFieldValueByRowToDataRow functionality is used store the 

resulting dataset from the previous GetRecordset functionality into the test script’s current 

DataRow in a specified datasheet field 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CaptureFieldValueByRowToDataRow 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Row Index (of 

dataset) 
Integer 

 

(Row Number) Example: 1 
 

Column Name 

(of dataset) 
String 

 

"Database Column Name" 
 

Column Name 

(of datasheet) 
String 

 

"Datasheet Column Name" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Value that has been saved into the datasheet or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The system has successfully stored the result of the GetRecordset into the DataRow 
Fail: The system has failed to store the result of the GetRecordset into the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CaptureRecordByRowToDataRow 

Summary: Capture the return value from the specified row into the given datasheet 

column. GetRecordset must be executed prior to utilizing this function 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CaptureRecordByRowToDataRow 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Database Row Integer 
 

(Row to Compare) Example: 1 
 

Datasheet 

Column 
String 

 

(DataSheet Column Name) Example: 
"Value" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Value that was stored in the datasheet 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Data Storage into the datasheet was successful 
Fail: Data Storage into the datasheet was unsuccessful 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckRecordByRow 

Summary: The CheckRecordByRow is used compare the resulting dataset from the 

previous GetRecordset functionality with the specified input parameters. Each cell of the 

GetRecordset function will be compared against a | (pipe delimited) input. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CheckRecordByRow 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Row Index (of 

dataset) 
Integer 

 

(Row Number) Example: 1 
 

Pipe Delimited 

Row 

Comparison 

String 
 

"0953|23-Mar-2010|Male or 
[v:SubID]|[v:Date]|[v:Gender]" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Actual Result and Expected Result 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: String Comparison 
 
Pass: There is a successful string comparison between the actual and expected result 
Fail: There is an unsuccessful string comparison between the actual and expected result 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckNumRecords 

Summary: Checks the number of records returned by query. GetRecordset needs to be 

called prior to utilizing this method 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CheckNumRecords 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Number of 

Records 
Integer 

 

(Number of Rows) Example: 1 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Actual Result and Expected Result 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Integer Compare of the number of records 
 
Pass: The correct number of rows was returned by the previous GetRecordset 
Fail: The correct number of rows was not returned by the previous GetRecordset function 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckRecordsExist 

Summary: Check whether any record exist in the database for the specified query. Database 

connection has to be created using Connect method before calling this method 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CheckRecordsExist 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Database Query String 
 

"Select * from Table" 
 

Record 

Existence 
Boolean 

 

True or False 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or At Least one record was returned or No Records Returned 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,CSV,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The system has successfully determined if the record exists in the database 
Fail: The system has unsuccessfully determined if the record exists in the database or the expected 

existence of records was incorrect 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckFieldsByRow 

Summary: Check the specified fields of record in the record set by row number. 

GetRecordset method must be executed before using this method 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CheckFieldsByRow 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Comparison 

Row 
Integer 

 

(Row to Compare) Example: 1 
 

Comparison 

Fields 
String 

 

(Database Column Names) Example: 
"Date | Name | Age" 

 

Comparison 

Result 
String 

 

"01-Jan-2010 | George | 22" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The Actual Result and the Expected Result 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: String Comparison 
 
Pass: There is a successful string comparison between the actual and expected result 
Fail: There is an unsuccessful string comparison between the actual and expected result 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckRecord 

Summary: Checks whether the first record returned by query matches with the expected 

value. Database connection has to be created using Connect method before calling this 

method. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Database 
Action Name: CheckRecord 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Compare Query String 
 

"Select * From Table" 
 

Expected Result String 
 

"FirstColumn | SecondColumn | 
ThirdColumn" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Actual Result and Expected Result 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,CSV,    
Result Comparison: String Comparison 
 
Pass: There is a successful string comparison between the actual and expected result 
Fail: There is an unsuccessful string comparison between the actual and expected result 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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DataSheet 

Action Name: WriteToCurrentDataRow 

Summary: The WriteToCurrentDataRow function is used to write to a specified column in 

the current DataRow of the test script datasheet. Once the column to write to is identified 

any valid Visual Basic Expression may be analyzed and the result will be written to the 

column of the current DataRow 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: DataSheet 
Action Name: WriteToCurrentDataRow 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Column name of 

Datasheet 
String 

 

(DataSheet Column Name) 
Example:"Value" 

 

Visual Basic 

Expression 

VB 
Expressi

on 
 

"cstr(""Write Prompt Text To 
DataRow="")" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: What value was stored in the DataRow 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Value successfully stored in the DataRow 
Fail: Value unsuccessfully stored in the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: ReplaceCurrentDataRowCellText 

Summary: Replaces part or all of the text within a specified cell of the Datasheet 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: DataSheet 
Action Name: ReplaceCurrentDataRowCellText 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Column name of 

Current 

DataRow 

String 
 

(DataSheet Column Name) Example: 
"Value" 

 

Text to Find String 
 

"Replace this text" 
 

Text to Replace String 
 

"With this text" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Value successfully stored in the DataRow 
Fail: Value unsuccessfully stored in the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: UpdateDTRowCellTextTillDelimiter 

Summary: Capture text till delimiter from cell text of current DataRow, and updates the cell 

text with captured value 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: DataSheet 
Action Name: UpdateDTRowCellTextTillDelimiter 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Column name of 

Datasheet 
String 

 

(DataSheet Column Name) Example: 
"Value" 

 

Delimiter String 
 

Common Delimiters (not limited to):"$", 
"|", etc... 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Value successfully stored in the DataRow 
Fail: Value unsuccessfully stored in the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CaptureTodaysDate 

Summary: Captures today’s date and writes it in specified format to specified column of 

current DataRow 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: DataSheet 
Action Name: CaptureTodaysDate 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Column name of 

Datasheet 
String 

 

(DataSheet Column Name) Example: 
"Value" 

 

Date Format Date 
 

(Enter format for the system to record 
the date) Example: "MMM-dd-yyyy=" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Value successfully stored in the DataRow 
Fail: Value unsuccessfully stored in the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CaptureDateNumDaysBefToday 

Summary: This function uses 'get date' functionality to find today's date and writes it in the 

specified format. However, the 'Days Before Today' parameter either adds or subtracts days 

from today's date and writes that final value, based on user entered criteria, into the 

specified DataSheet column of current DataRow. Using a negative integer value will allow 

the user to calculate a future date, using a positive integer is used for the past dates. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: DataSheet 
Action Name: CaptureDateNumDaysBefToday 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Column name of 

Datasheet 
String 

 

(DataSheet Column Name) Example: 
"Value" 

 

Date Format Date 
 

(Enter format for the system to record 
the date) Example: "M-ddd/yy" 

 

Days Before 

Today Integer 
 

(Positive Integer will subtract days 
from today, negative integer will add 

days to today) Example: 3 or -3 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Value successfully stored in the DataRow 
Fail: Value unsuccessfully stored in the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: SetRandomValue 

Summary: This function sets a random value in specified DataSheet column of current 

DataRow. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: DataSheet 
Action Name: SetRandomValue 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Column name of 

Datasheet 
String 

 

(DataSheet Column Name) Example: 
"Value" 

 

Type of Value 
Integer 

 

Use Values: "1", "2", or "3" (1 = 
Alphabet Value; 2 = Numbers; 3 = 

Alphanumeric) 
 

Value Length Integer 
 

"Length of Random Value=" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: Value successfully stored in the DataRow 
Fail: Value unsuccessfully stored in the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Module 

Action Name: Run 

Summary: This function will run a specified Common Module or Script Module (see 

framework for details). 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Module 
Action Name: Run 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Module Name String 
 

Name of Common Module - 
Example:"CommonModule" 

 

DataRow 
String 

 

Value of DataRow Column of the 
called Module DataSheet - Example: 

"DT1" 
 

Test Name 
String 

 

Value of Test Column of the called 
Module DataSheet - Example 

"Common" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Result of the Module (As Expected or Fail) 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The Common or Script module has completed successfully 
Fail: The Common or Script module has completed unsuccessfully 

Manual Verification: The Common or Script module has completed in a Manual Verification Status 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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ControlStatement 

Action Name: IfCondition 

Summary: The IfCondition Conditional functionality allows a user to navigate through the 

test steps and add programming logic to their test script (stacked capability). The 

IfCondition allows a user to evaluate any VB expression that results in a Boolean return 

value and proceed into a block of test steps based on the result 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: ControlStatement 
Action Name: IfCondition 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

VB Expression String 
 

"ISDATE(32-Jan-2011)= FALSE " 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: If Condition was True or False 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The If condition has successfully run 
Fail: The If condition has failed to successfully run 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: EndIfCondition 

Summary: The EndIfCondition is used to close the aforementioned if statement. Anything in 

between the corresponding If and EndIf (stacked capability) will be run if the resulting 

value from the If was True and will be passed and listed as N/A if the resulting Boolean 

value was false 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: ControlStatement 
Action Name: EndIfCondition 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The EndIf condition has successfully completed running all actions in between 
Fail: The EndIf condition has not successfully completed running all actions in between 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: ElseCondition 

Summary: The ElseCondition is used to close the aforementioned if statement. The Else will 

(stacked capability) fire if the if condition is false. The ElseCondition closes with the EndIf 

just like the IfCondition. The IfCondition can be used without an ElseCondition however, the 

Else Condition must be associated to one IfCondition and both closed with the 

EndIfCondition 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: ControlStatement 
Action Name: ElseCondition 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The If condition was false and the else condition hit 
Fail: The Else Condition was failed to execute when it should have run 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: EndScript 

Summary: The EndScript Functionality allows a user to break the current test DataRow run 

and proceed to the next run to execute. When this break occurs the remaining scripts will be 

listed as N/A and the current status (pass or fail) of the DataRow will be analyzed 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: ControlStatement 
Action Name: EndScript 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The statement was reached and all subsequent steps labeled as N/A 
Fail: The statement failed during execution 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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SyncTimer 

Action Name: WaitSeconds 

Summary: The WaitSeconds functionality is used to wait a specified amount of time prior to 

performing the next test step. This function will not pause the Web Functionality, however, 

this will wait X seconds prior to the next validation action 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: SyncTimer 
Action Name: WaitSeconds 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Number of 

Seconds to Wait 
Integer 

 

Number of Seconds to Wait - Example 
Value: 3 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired amount of time has elapsed prior to moving to the next test step 
Fail: The SyncTimer did not wait the indicated amount of time 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: WaitMilliseconds 

Summary: The WaitMilliseconds functionality is used to wait a specified amount of time 

prior to performing the next test step. This function will not pause the Web Functionality; 

however, this will wait X Milliseconds seconds prior to the next validation action 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: SyncTimer 
Action Name: WaitMilliseconds 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Number of 

Milliseconds to 

Wait 

Integer 
 

Number of Milliseconds to wait - 
Example Value: 2000 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired amount of time has elapsed prior to moving to the next test step 
Fail: The SyncTimer did not wait the indicated amount of time 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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CommonFunctions 

Action Name: CheckDatesEqual 

Summary: This function will check if two dates are equivalent and return a pass if the dates 

are equal within the 3rd parameter condition, the function will false otherwise. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: CommonFunctions 
Action Name: CheckDatesEqual 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Time One DateTim
e 
 

"10/30/2010 22:15:11 (Time Optional)" 
 

Time Two DateTim
e 
 

"10/29/2010 22:24:11 (Time Optional)" 
 

Comparison 

Criteria String 
 

"IGNORETIME","COMPAREALL","IGN
ORESECONDS","IGNOREMINUTESS

ECONDS" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Dates did not match 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Date Comparison with third parameter 
 
Pass: The two dates were successfully verified as equivalent with the 3rd parameter. 
Fail: The two dates were unsuccessfully verified as equivalent with the 3rd parameter or were not 

within the boundaries 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments: Date format must be in a US English Format 
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Action Name: CheckDayDiff 

Summary:  

This function will check the amount of days between the first and second date and then run 

a desired comparison on the resulting value.  If Time Two is after Time One, resulted 

difference will be a positive integer.  Otherwise, resulted difference will be zero or a 

negative.  When performing the comparison, the order of the formula is Difference Operator 

Comparison Days, i.e. in the example below -2(Difference of Time One Time Two) < 

(Operator) 2 Comparison Days. 

 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: CommonFunctions 
Action Name: CheckDayDiff 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Time One DateTim
e 
 

"10/30/2010 22:24:11 (Time Optional)" 
 

Time Two DateTim
e 
 

"10/28/2010 22:24:11 (Time Optional)" 
 

Comparison 

Criteria 
String 

 

">,<,=,<>.<=.>=" 
 

Comparison 

Days 
Integer 

 

"2 (Number of days)" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Difference between dates did not match the expected 
condition. Difference between dates in days is X 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Date difference with comparison criteria and boundary 
 
Pass: The two dates were successfully compared with the comparison day criteria. 
Fail: The two dates were unsuccessfully compared with the comparison day criteria or were not 

within the boundaries 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments: Date format must be in a US English Format 
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Action Name: CompareTwoValues 

Summary: This function will compare the two values with the given operator. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: CommonFunctions 
Action Name: CompareTwoValues 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Value One String,Int
eger,Deci

mal 
 

"Hello" or 100 or 1.3 
 

Comparison 

Criteria 
String 

 

">,<,=,<>,<,=.>,=" 
 

Value Two String,Int
eger,Deci

mal 
 

"Hello" or 100 or 1.3 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Comparison failed between the values 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Value comparison with the given operator 
 
Pass: The two values were successfully compared with the given operator. 
Fail: The two values were unsuccessfully compared with the given operator or the comparison was 

not true 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CompareDates 

Summary: This function will compare the two dates with the given operator. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: CommonFunctions 
Action Name: CompareDates 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Value One DateTim
e 
 

"Jan-22-2010 00:00:02" (Time 
Optional) 

 

Comparison 

Criteria 
Operator 

 

">,<,=,<>,<,=.>,=" 
 

Value Two DateTim
e 
 

"10-30-2010" (Time Optional) 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Comparison failed between the values 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Date comparison with the given operator 
 
Pass: The two dates were successfully compared with the given operator. 
Fail: The two dates were unsuccessfully compared with the given operator or the comparison was 

not true 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments: Date format must be in a US English Format 
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EmailUtilities 

Action Name: Configure 

Summary: The Configure functionality for the Email Utilities object is intended to configure 

ClinTest to temporarily store email for the EmailUtilities object 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: EmailUtilities 
Action Name: Configure 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Host Name String 
 

"pop.clintest.com" 
 

Port Integer 
 

"110" 
 

Use SSL Boolean 
 

"True or False" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: String Comparison 
 
Pass: The EmailUtilities object has successfully been configured 
Fail: The EmailUtilities object has not successfully been configured 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: OpenAttachment 

Summary: The OpenAttachment functionality for the Email Utilities object allows ClinTest 

to use the configured email information to retrieve an email and associated attachment off 

of the server 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: EmailUtilities 
Action Name: OpenAttachment 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Email Address 

to retrieve 

attachment 

String 
 

"Jane.Doe@ClinTest.com" 
 

Email Password String 
 

"Password1" 
 

Search Location 

                 String 

Subject (if searching for a value in the 
subject line of the e-mail) or 
Attachment (if searching the 

attachment value in the e-mail 
attachment) 

Search Value String 
 

"Screen_Subject_Confirm_002.PDF" 
or “Screening Confirmation” 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: EML   
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The EmailUtilities object has successfully opened the email attachment 
Fail: The EmailUtilities object has failed to successfully opened the email attachment 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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FileSystem 

Action Name: UnZip 

Summary: This function will unzip a file from a specified location into a given location 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: UnZip 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Zipped File Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\Zipfile.Zip" 
 

Unzipped File 

Directory Path 
String 

 

"C:\ClinTest\UnZipfile\" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Zip File does not exist 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: File Successfully Unzipped 
Fail: File Unsuccessfully Unzipped 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: DeleteAllFilesInFolder 

Summary: This function will delete the specified file types or all files in the listed folder 

path destination 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: DeleteAllFilesInFolder 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\FileFolder\" 
 

File Type String 
 

".txt" (if ALL, every file type is copied) 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or No file of type were found 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The listed file types or all files have successfully been deleted from the listed folder 
Fail: The listed file types or all files have unsuccessfully been deleted from the listed folder 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckFolderEmpty 

Summary: This function will check the contents of a specified folder and determine if the 

folder is empty 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: CheckFolderEmpty 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\Checkfile\" 
 

Ignore Sub 

Folders Boolean 
 

True or False (If True ignores sub 
folders, and only checks if there are no 

files in folder.) 
 

Empty Boolean 
 

"True or False (is folder empty)" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Folder is empty or Folder is not empty 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: File Folder has successfully been checked 
Fail: File Folder has unsuccessfully been checked or the file existence was not as expected 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckNumFilesInFolder 

Summary: This function will check the number of files in a specified folder. This can be 

filtered by a specific file type or check for all files 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: CheckNumFilesInFolder 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\Checkfile\" 
 

File Type String 
 

".txt" (if ALL, every file type is counted) 
 

Expected 

Number of files 
Integer 

 

Number of Files - "3" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Expected Number of Files and Actual Number of Files 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Integer Compare 
 
Pass: File Contents successfully checked 
Fail: File Contents unsuccessfully checked or expected number of files not equal to actual 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckFileExist 

Summary: This function check if a specified file exists 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: CheckFileExist 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

File Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\FileFolder\File.txt" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The specified file path has successfully been verified as existing 
Fail: The specified file path has unsuccessfully been verified as existing 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CopyFilesToFolder 

Summary: This function will copy all files of specified type from source folder to 

destination folder 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: CopyFilesToFolder 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\Checkfile\" 
 

File Type String 
 

" .txt (if ALL, every file type is 
counted)" 

 

Copy File 

Directory Path 
String 

 

"C:\ClinTest\CopyToFile\" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or No files of type were found 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: File Contents successfully copied 
Fail: File Contents unsuccessfully copied 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CopyFileToFolder 

Summary: This function determines if a specific file exists in a given folder 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: CopyFileToFolder 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

File Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\FileFolder\File.txt" 
 

Destination 

Folder 
String 

 

"C\ClinTest\CopyFileFolder" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: File has been successfully copied 
Fail: File was not successfully copied 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CaptureFileNameWithPatternToDataRow 

Summary: This function capture the filename with given pattern and writes it to specified 

column of DataSheet for the appropriate DataRow 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: FileSystem 
Action Name: CaptureFileNameWithPatternToDataRow 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\FileFolder\" 
 

Pattern of File 

Name 

Regular 
Expressi

on 
 

If the file name starts with "Example" 
user can type in "amp" to locate it 

 

DataSheet 

Column Name 
String 

 

(DataSheet Column Name) Example: 
"Value" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: File name has been successfully copied into the DataRow 
Fail: File name has been unsuccessfully copied into the DataRow 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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XMLDocument 

Action Name: LoadDocument 

Summary: The LoadDocument functionality is used to load a specified XML file. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: LoadDocument 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

File Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\XMLDocument.XML" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML File is successfully loaded 
Fail: The desired XML File has failed to load 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CloseDocument 

Summary: The CloseDocument function will close an instantiate instance of an XML 

document. Prior to this function being used the OpenDocument function must be executed. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: CloseDocument 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The instance of the XML Document was successfully closed 
Fail: The instance of the XML Document was unsuccessfully closed 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: SaveDocument 

Summary: This function saves the XML File to a specified folder location 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: SaveDocument 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\XMLFolder" 
 

File Name String 
 

"FileName.XML" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML Document has been saved to the desired folder location 
Fail: The desired XML Document has failed to be saved to the desired folder location 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckXMLElementAttributeValue 

Summary: The CheckXMLElementAttributeValue function will define an element path using 

X-path and an Attribute Name and determine if the listed attribute value matches the 

expected value 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: CheckXMLElementAttributeValue 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Element Path X-Path 
Expressi

on 
 

"/properties/testkey" 
 

Attribute Name String 
 

"Current XML Value" 
 

Element 

Expected Value 
String 

 

"User Entered Expected XML Value" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The listed Attribute for the loaded XML file was successfully verified as matching the expected 

value 
Fail: The listed Attribute for the loaded XML file was unsuccessfully verified as matching the 

expected value 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CheckXMLElementValue 

Summary: This function checks the XML Element Value against an expected value 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: CheckXMLElementValue 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Element Path X-Path 
Expressi

on 
 

"/properties/testkey" 
 

Element 

Expected Value 
String 

 

"User Entered Expected XML Value" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or The XML element value did not match with the expected value 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: String Compare 
 
Pass: The expected XML element value matched with the actual XML element value 
Fail: The expected XML element value did not match with the actual XML element value or failed to 

execute successfully 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: UpdateXMLElementAttributeValue 

Summary: The UpdateXMLElementAttributeValue functionality is used to update the values 

of XML element attribute 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: UpdateXMLElementAttributeValue 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Element Path X-Path 
Expressi

on 
 

"/properties/testkey" 
 

Attribute Value String 
 

"Current XML Value" 
 

New Attribute 

Value 
String 

 

" New XML value" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML attribute has been updated accordingly 
Fail: The desired XML attribute has failed to be updated accordingly 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: UpdateXMLElementValue 

Summary: The UpdateXMLElementValue functionality is used to update the values of XML 

elements 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: UpdateXMLElementValue 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Element Path X-Path 
Expressi

on 
 

"/properties/testproperty/" 
 

Value to Set String 
 

"Set XML Value" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML element has been updated accordingly 
Fail: The desired XML element has failed to be updated accordingly 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CaptureXMLElementValue 

Summary: The CaptureXMLElementValue functionality is used to capture a specified XML 

value from the desired path 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: CaptureXMLElementValue 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Element Path X-Path 
Expressi

on 
 

"/configuration/settings/add[@Key=’Te
st’]/@value" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The captured Element Value or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML element path has successfully been captured 
Fail: The desired XML element path has unsuccessfully been captured 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CaptureXMLElementAttributeValue 

Summary: The CaptureXMLElementAttributeValue functionality is used to capture a 

specified XML value from the desired path 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: CaptureXMLElementAttributeValue 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Element Path X-Path 
Expressi

on 
 

"/configuration/settings/add[@Key=’Te
st’]/" 

 

Attribute Tag String 
 

"value" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The captured Element Value or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML attribute value has been captured 
Fail: The desired XML attribute value has been captured 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: FindAndLoadXMLWithTextInFolder 

Summary: This function finds an XML file with a given text in the body of the XML text in a 

folder and loads the XML Document 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: FindAndLoadXMLWithTextInFolder 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\XMLFolder" 
 

XML Text String 
 

"This Value is within the XML 
Document" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML Document has identified by text and loaded successfully 
Fail: The desired XML Document has identified by text and failed to load successfully or the text was 

not found 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: FindXMLElementWithChildElementValues 

Summary: This function checks child elements within the loaded XML based on the listed 

values 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: FindXMLElementWithChildElementValues 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Element Path X-Path 
Expressi

on 
 

"/configuration" 
 

Child Element 

Names 
String 

 

"Current child Element Values" 
 

Expected Child 

Element Values 
String 

 

"User Defined Expected Child Element 
Value" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: String Comparison 
 
Pass: The expected XML value matched with the actual XML value 
Fail: The expected XML value did not match with the actual XML value or failed to execute 

successfully 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: FindAndLoadXMLWithFilePatternInFolder 

Summary: This function will find and load an XML file based on a specified file pattern in 

the listed folder 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: FindAndLoadXMLWithFilePatternInFolder 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Folder Path String 
 

"C:\ClinTest\XMLFolder" 
 

File Text String 
 

If the file name starts with "Example" 
you can use "amp" to locate it 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence: Screenshot,XML,    
Result Comparison: String Comparison 
 
Pass: The desired XML file with the specified pattern was successfully loaded into memory from the 

listed file 
Fail: The desired XML file with the specified pattern was unsuccessfully loaded into memory from 

the listed file 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: CopyXMLToClipBoard 

Summary: The CopyXMLToClipboard functionality is used to copy the values of XML path 

into memory. The XML Document that is copied is the Loaded XML file. 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: XMLDocument 
Action Name: CopyXMLToClipBoard 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The desired XML Document has been copied to the clipboard 
Fail: The desired XML Document has failed to copy to the clipboard 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Result 

Action Name: ExecuteAction 

Summary: This function allows a user to execute an action (Object,Action,Parameters) and 

compare the action result status to the desired action status. If the desired action status is a 

pass and the actual action results in a pass the ExecuteAction results in a Pass (expected 

pass).If the desired action status is a failure and the actual action results in a failure the 

ExecuteAction results in a Pass (expected failure). If the desired action status is Manual 

Verification and the actual action results in a Manual Verification the ExecuteAction results 

in a Pass (Manual Verification status). If the desired action status is ignore and the actual 

action results in a pass or failure the ExecuteAction results in a Pass (ignore status). 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Result 
Action Name: ExecuteAction 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Action Status 

String 
 

The Expected Action Status that will 
result from the execution (populated 

through the OAP or manually) - Syntax 
Example: Ignore 

(Ignore,Pass,Fail,ManualVerification) 
 

Execute Object 
String 

 

The Object that will be executed 
(populated through the OAP or 

manually) - Syntax Example: Dialer 
 

Execute Action 

String 
 

The Action that will be executed for the 
given object (populated through the 

OAP or manually) - Syntax Example: 
Dial 

 

Execute 

Parameters String 
 

The Parameters that will be executed 
for the given action (populated through 

the OAP or manually) - Syntax 
Example: "5215523242,True" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The Actual Result from the Executed Action 
Objective Evidence: The objective evidence from the respective executed action,    
Result Comparison: The desired action status against the actual action status 
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Pass: The desired action status was equivalent to the actual action status 
Fail: The desired action status was not equivalent to the actual action status 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments: This function can be manually populated if the parsing rules are known or can be easily 
compiled using the Expected Status Dropdown in the OAP Interface 
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Action Name: WriteToDataRow 

Summary: This function allows a user to store the result information from a desired action 

into a column in the datasheet. 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Result 
Action Name: WriteToDataRow 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Datasheet 

Column Name String 
 

The column in which to store 
information in the datasheet - Syntax 

Example: "VariableOne" 
 

Step Name 
String 

 

The step name for which the action 
results will be saved into the datasheet 

- Syntax Example: "Step125" 
 

Action Number 

Integer 
 

The action number which the action 
results will be saved into the datasheet 
(1 if there is only 1 action for the step) - 

Syntax Example: 1 
 

Result Type 

String 
 

The information type for which the 
action results will be saved into the 

datasheet - Syntax Example: 
"StepStatus" 

(Object,Action,Parameters,ExpectedR
esult,ActualResult,ErrorNumber) 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: Datasheet Column Name and the Actual Result of the specified result type 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: NA 
 
Pass: The result type information was written successfully into the desired Datasheet column 
Fail: The result type information was written unsuccessfully into the desired Datasheet column 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
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Action Name: SetGlobalVariable 

Summary: This function allows a user to store a desired string value into memory in order 

to be referenced at any time by the application during run-time. *Note the value gets 

disposed after the execution stops 

Application Selection: Phone 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Result 
Action Name: SetGlobalVariable 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Global Variable 

Name String 
 

The variable name for reference and 
storage in memory - Syntax Example: 

"GVarSubjectNumber" 
 

Value To Store String 
 

The value that will be stored in 
memory - Syntax Example: 000143 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The actual result that is stored into memory 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: NA 
 
Pass: The desired string was successfully stored into memory for the specified variable 
Fail: The desired string was unsuccessfully stored into memory for the specified variable 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
 

  



  
User Materials, effective: 06Jul2011 
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AppLauncher 

Action Name: Run 

Summary: This function allows a user to start a process on their computer 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: AppLauncher 
Action Name: Run 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Application Path String 
 

"C:\Program Files\Internet 
Explorer\iexplorer.exe" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The application was successfully opened 
Fail: The application was unsuccessfully opened 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
 

  



  
User Materials, effective: 06Jul2011 
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Action Name: RunWithParams 

Summary: This function allows a user to start a process on their computer with a listed set 

of parameters 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: AppLauncher 
Action Name: RunWithParams 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

Application Path String 
 

"C:\Program Files\Internet 
Explorer\iexplorer.exe" 

 

Parameter List String 
 

"www.RealityCorp.com" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or Fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The application was successfully opened with the listed parameters 
Fail: The application was unsuccessfully opened with the listed parameters 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
 

  



  
User Materials, effective: 06Jul2011 
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Clipboard 

Action Name: SetText 

Summary: This function allows a paste the desired string value on the clipboard 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Clipboard 
Action Name: SetText 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

String Value String 
 

"This value will be placed "on" the 
clipboard" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The value that was set on the clipboard or fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The string was successfully set in the clipboard 
Fail: The string was unsuccessfully set in the clipboard 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
 

  



  
User Materials, effective: 06Jul2011 
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Action Name: GetText 

Summary: This function allows a copy the desired string value on the clipboard 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Clipboard 
Action Name: GetText 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

DataRow 

Column Name 
String 

 

"DataRowName" 
 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: As Expected or fail 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The string was successfully copied in the clipboard 
Fail: The string was unsuccessfully copied in the clipboard 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
 

  



  
User Materials, effective: 06Jul2011 
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Console 

Action Name: WriteLine 

Summary: This function allows a user to input a string value and then write the value to the 

actual result and the user interface 

Application Selection: Both 
Package Definition: Base 
Object Selection: Console 
Action Name: WriteLine 

 
Parameter Name Data 

Type 
Syntax Example 

String Value String 
 

"This value will be replaced 
successfully [DataReplacement]" 

 

 

Expected Result: User defined 
Actual Result: The string value returned from the statement 
Objective Evidence:     
Result Comparison: Not Applicable 
 
Pass: The string was successfully executed and run in the application 
Fail: The string was unsuccessfully executed and run in the application 

Manual Verification: NA 

NA: Step Not Executed 

Comments:  
 


